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The Aral Sea was the 4th largest lake in the world by water surface area in 1960. At that 
time its area was 67,499 km2 (Large Aral 61,381 km2, Small Aral 6118 km2) volume was 
1089 km3  (Large Aral 1007 km3, Small Aral 82 km3). The Aral Sea was +53.4 m above 
ocean level with maximum depth 69 m. It was a slightly saline lake with average salinity 
about 10 g/l.

The Aral Sea was inhabited by about 12 species of fishes and about 150 species of free-
living invertebrates excluding Protozoa and small-size Metazoa.

Since 1960 the Aral Sea has steadily become shallower, owing overwhelmingly to water 
withdrawals upstream for irrigation. In January 2006 the Aral was around 17000 km2 (25% 
of 1960), volume – 108 km3 (10% of 1960).  The Large Aral was 14,325 km2 (23% of 
1960) and had a volume around 81 km3 (8% of 1960). Salinity of the Large Aral ranged 
from 70+ to more than >100 g/l. The values for the Small Aral are 3000+ km2 (50%), 21 
km3 (26%), average salinity about 13 g/l.

Prior to introduction of fishes and free-living invertebrates to the Aral Sea that started in 
the  1920s,  the  following  aboriginal  free-living  animals  were  present:  Fishes  –  12, 
Coelenterata  –  1,  Turbellaria  –  12,  Rotatoria  –  58,  Oligohaeta  –  10,  Cladocera  –  14, 
Copepoda – 7, Harpacticoida – 15, Ostracoda – 11, Malacostraca – 1, Hydracarina – 7, 
Bivalvia – 9, Gastropoda – 3. Total – 160. Protozoa and some other small Metazoa are not 
included.

Until 1961 the shape and salinity of the Aral Sea practically didn't change since the middle 
of the 19th century. We have to note that due to intended and accidental introductions, that 
started in the 1920s, the number of free-living animals grew. In the Aral Sea the following 
new fishes and invertebrates introduced by man appeared: fishes – 21, Mysidacea – 5, 
Decapoda – 3, Copepoda – 3, Polychaeta – 1, Bivalvia – 4. Total – 37.  Abra ovata and 
Nereis diversicolor introduced by man are of great importance for flounder nutrition. 

Since the end of 1980’s, when the level dropped by about 13 m and reached about +40 m, 
the Aral Sea divided into the Large and Small Aral with area 40,000 km2 (60% from 1960); 
volume 333 km3 (33% from 1960); salinity 30 g/l (3 times higher than in 1960).

In both newly borne lakes salinity increased and under these new conditions the following 
free-living animals could survive: Fishes – 10; Rotatoria – 3; Cladocera – 2; Copepoda – 2; 
Ostracoda – 1; Decapoda – 2; Bivalvia – 2; Gastropoda – >2; Polychaeta – 1. Total: >25.
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After the Aral Sea division its volume has decreased from 1000 km3 to 400 km3 by year 
2001 and to 108 km3 by year 2005 with the Large Aral Sea volume (2005) at 85 km3 and 
the Small Aral Sea volume (2005) at 23 km3.

After the Aral Sea division salinity in the Large Aral continued to rise and reached 90 g/l 
(western part) and 160 g/l (eastern part) in 2005, while in the Small Aral it decreased and 
reached 17 g/l in 2005.

The zooplankton of the Aral Sea just after its  separation (1989) under average salinity 
about 30 g/l was composed of the following invertebrates: Rotatoria – Synchaeta vorax, S. 
cecilia, S.  gyrina;  Cladocera  –  Podonevadne  camptonyx,  Evadne  anonyx;  Copepoda  – 
Calanipeda  aquaedulcis,  Halicyclops  rotundipes  aralensis;  larvae  of  Bivalvia  –In 
zoobenthos there  were Bivalvia  –  Abra ovata,  Cerastoderma isthmicum;  Gastropoda – 
Caspiohydrobia spp.;  Polychaeta  –  Nereis  diversicolor;  Ostracoda  –  Cyprideis  torosa; 
Decapoda  –  Palaemon  elegans,  Rhithropanopeus  harrisii  tridentatus.  Fishes  were 
represented  by  Pungitius  platygaster,  Clupea  harengus  membras,  Platichthys  flesus, 
Atherina boyeri caspia, Knipowitschia caucasicus, Neogobius fluviatilis, N. melanostomus, 
N. syrman, N. kessleri, Proterorchinus marmoratus.

There are 4 main ways of conservation and rehabilitation of Aral Sea and its ecosystems 
that were first discussed in Geneva (September 1992 - UNEP meeting):

1. Conservation and rehabilitation of Small Aral;
2. Conservation and rehabilitation of Large Aral;
3. Conservation and rehabilitation of delta and deltaic water bodies of Syr Darya;
4. Conservation and rehabilitation of delta and deltaic water bodies of Amu Darya.

Way 1. Conservation and rehabilitation of Small Aral and its ecosystems.

Dike in Berg strait will allow conservation of the Small (Northern) Aral and rehabilitation 
of its biodiversity. The old dike was built by our proposal in August 1992. It existed, with 
periodic partial breaches, until April 1999, when after the water level rose to +43.5 m, a 
catastrophic breach occurred that destroyed the dike. The number of free-living animals 
increased. Even such a short period allowed partial rehabilitation of biodiversity in Small 
Aral. 

Since separation of the Small Aral Sea from Large Aral at the end of 1980s number of free-
living animals increased because salinity in this lake fell 50% and in 2005 reached about 
17 g/l. At that time, the Small Aral’s area was 2,804 km2 (47% from 1960), volume 23 km3 

(28% from 1960), and level +40.4 m asl. 

Our survey last year on Small Aral showed the following number of species: fishes – 12; 
Rotatoria – 3; Cladocera – 2; Copepoda – 2; Ostracoda – 2; Decapoda – 2; Bivalvia – 2; 
Gastropoda – >1; Polychaeta – 1. Total: >27.

Zoobenthos of the Small Aral Sea today consist of the following: Bivalvia – Abra ovata, 
Cerastoderma  isthmicum;  Gastropoda  –  Caspiohydrobia spp.;  Polychaeta  -  Nereis  
diversicolor;  Ostracoda  -  Cyprideis  torosa,  Eucypris  inflata;  Decapoda  –  Palaemon 
elegans;  Insecta:  Chironomidae  larvae.  Fishes  of  the  Small  Aral:  Clupea  harengus 
membras, Platichthys flesus, Atherina boyeri caspia, Knipowitschia caucasicus, Neogobius  
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fluviatilis, N. melanostomus, N. syrman, N. kessleri, Pungitius platygaster, Proterorchinus 
marmoratus, Ctenopharyngodon idella (reappeared in 2004), Sander lucioperca. After the 
first dike in Berg strait was built, fishing on the Small Aral was restarted.

The  Russian  company  “Zarubezhvodstroy”  built  the  new  dike  in  Berg  strait.  It  was 
completed in autumn 2005. In 2006 spring the level of Small Aral reached the design level 
of 42-42.5 m, well ahead of schedule. The Small Aral area now is about 3,382 km2, volume 
29.5 km3, inflow from Syr Darya 3.5 km3/year, outflow via Berg strait 1.15 km3.

Way 2. Conservation and rehabilitation of Large Aral and its ecosystems.

Since  Aral  Sea  divided  into  2  lakes  at  the  end  of  1980s  level  of  Large  Aral  Sea  is 
constantly  declining.  Since  beginning  of  2003,  when  the  level  in  the  Large  Aral  Sea 
dropped by 23 m and reached about +30 m, the Large Aral Sea is practically divided into 
the Eastern Large and Western Large Aral. Area 14,293 km2 (23% from 1960); volume 85 
km3 (8%  from  1960);  salinity:  Western  part  –  80-90  g/l,  Eastern  part  –  150-160  g/l 
(excluding Tsche-Bas bay where salinity is 80-90 g/l).

In both lakes salinity increased so high that practically all fishes are gone and only a few 
free-living invertebrates could survive: Fishes – 4?; Infusoria – 2; Rotatoria – 3; Cladocera 
–  2;  Copepoda  –  2;  Ostracoda  –  2;  Branchiopoda  –  1;  Decapoda  –  2;  Bivalvia  –  2; 
Gastropoda - >2; Polychaeta – 1?. Total: >29?

Zooplankton of the Western Large Aral Sea (2005. Average salinity 80-90 g/l): Infusoria – 
Fabraea salina; Rotatoria – Brachionus plicatilis, Hexarthra fennica; Cladocera – Moina 
mongolica  ?;  Copepoda  –  Halicyclops  rotundipes  aralensis;  Branchiopoda  –  Artemia 
salina.  Zoobenthos:  Infusoria  –  Frontonia  sp.;  Turbellaria  –  Mecynostomum  agile  ?; 
Gastropoda  –  Caspiohydrobia spp.;  Bivalvia  –  Abra  ovata;  Polychaeta  –  Nereis  
diversicolor; Ostracoda – Cyprideis torosa, Eucypris inflata.

Zooplankton and zoobenthos of the Eastern Aral Sea (2005, average salinity of 150-160 
g/l): Zooplankton – Artemia salina; zoobenthos – alive macro- and mezo- Metazoa are not 
available. Only in Tsche-Bas bay due to much lower salinity (80-90 g/l) zooplankton and 
zoobenthos resembles those of the Western Large Aral Sea.

In  2005  fishes  of  the  Western  Large  Aral  Sea,  with  salinity  80-90  g/l,  consisted  of 
Pungitius  platygaster?,  Platichthys  flesus,  Atherina  boyeri  caspia,  Neogobius 
melanostomus. 
Fishes were not found in the Eastern Large Aral. In Tsche-Bas Bay flounder (Platichthys 
flesus) was observed in water with salinity 80-90 g/l. In the remnants of the strait between 
Small and Eastern Large Aral Atherina boyeri caspia was found in water with salinity 60-
80 g/l. Flounder (Platichthys flesus), introduced in 1970s, now is about to disappear from 
the Large Aral Sea. It already is absent from the Eastern depression.

At the end of 20th century brine shrimp Artemia salina (A. parthenogenetica) appeared in 
the Large Aral  Sea.  Industrial  harvesting under the aegis  of the international  company 
INVE Aquaculture is under study, including a pilot project on the shores of Chernishev 
Bay.  However, last year (2005) the company postponed activities due to slow salinity 
increase.
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Last year a special water discharge facility (dike and control structure) was constructed in 
order  to  supply  the  Eastern  depression  of  Large  Aral  with  Amu  Darya  water  from 
Mezhdurechensky reservoir via Akdarya river bed. Unfortunately the completed spillway 
and water  gates  were damaged by water in autumn 2005. This now complex is  under 
restoration.

In our view, it is desirable to provide more water to the Eastern Large Aral from Small 
Aral  via  Berg  strait  dike  and  water  discharge  from  Mezhdurechensky  reservoir  via 
Akdarya river bed. Western Large Aral Sea could, perhaps, maintain its level using ground 
water flow from Amu Darya delta and Ustjurt plateau. Realization of this project will help 
protect biodiversity of salt tolerant species of hydrobionts.

Way 3.  Conservation and  rehabilitation  of  delta  and  deltaic  water  bodies  of  Syr 
Darya.

After the collapse of the USSR, discharge of Syrdarya slightly increased and reached about 
5  km3 per  year.  After  making  a  first  dike  in  Berg  strait  in  summer  1992 some other 
rehabilitation projects were initiated. Syrdarya delta shifted slightly northwards and some 
fresh water reservoirs were built. Along lower Syrdarya near the Small Aral several fresh 
water lakes have been rehabilitated: Tuschibas, Kamyslybas, Zhalanashkol, Karasholan, 
etc. These small projects allow to restore freshwater fisheries and hunting. Fish farms were 
also renewed and more young fish are released to the local water bodies. Fish farms are 
also planned for use in reintroduction of sturgeon to the Small Aral.

Way 4. Conservation and rehabilitation of delta and deltaic water bodies of Amu 
Darya. 

In the lower reaches of the Amudarya several freshwater and brackish water reservoirs and 
lakes were established. One of the most successful projects is Sudochie Lake. Sudochie 
Lake is completely filled up and via underground flow is giving some water to the Western 
Large Aral Sea. Reeds, aquatic birds and hydrobionts are almost recovered in Sudochie 
Lake. Other former Aral Sea bays could also be rehabilitated, including Sarbas, Muynak, 
Adjibay and Zhiltyrbas. Fisheries and hunting activities came back for the areas mentioned 
above. 

SOME EVIDENCES OF MEDIEVAL DESICCATION OF THE ARAL SEA.

During desiccation of the Aral Sea remnants of saxauls were found on its former bottom. 
Some stumps were also found under water close to the modern shore line. Radiocarbon 
analysis dated these to Medieval times.  For more paleoenvironmental reconstruction of 
medieval  desiccation  special  corings  in  the  Aral  Sea  were  made  under  the  CLIMAN 
project (INTAS).

At the end of 20th century, Kazakh hunters found ruins of medieval mausoleum (Kerdery) 
on the dried bottom. In 1960, the area was under about 20 m of water. Bones of Homo 
sapiens and domestics animals, millstones, elements of ceramics, and other artifacts were 
found  near  the  mausoleum.  All  these  findings  were  studied  by  international  team  of 
archeologists also under CLIMAN project. 
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Recently  remnants  of  Medieval  river  beds  on  the  former  Aral  Sea  bottom were  also 
detected on satellite images. Preliminary investigations on this matter were made by D. 
Piriulin.

In our opinion, the future of the Aral Sea is connected with oil and gas extraction. Oil and 
gas drilling rigs are now wide spread on the former Aral Sea bottom. A gas condensate 
plant  was  built  not  far  from Muynak.  Local  decision-makers  even  permanently  closed 
channel that formally gave water to Muynak reservoir. Gate is closed in order to decrease 
groundwater level in the area. A high water table level promotes softening of ground that 
endangers drill towers. They could fall over or start to lean. 

Finally, we would like to note that citizens of Kazakhstan like to call Small (Northern) 
Aral  Sea  “Kazaral”  that  means  “Kazakh  Aral”.  People  in  Uzbekistan  also  sometimes 
instead of Large (Southern) Aral Sea like to use name “Uzaral” that means “Uzbek Aral”. 
We believe that on future maps will be 4 main water bodies at the place of former Aral: 
Kazaral, Western Uzaral, Eastern Uzaral, and remnant of Tshebas bay.
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ECOLOGICAL  AND  ECONOMIC  PROPOSAL  TO  CREATE  FAVORABLE 
ENVIRONMENT IN THE AMUDARYA RIVER BASIN

V.N. Berdyanski, V.V. Berdyanski, V.N. Ognevchuk 
SPA SANIIRI, bldg.11, Kara-Su 4, Tashkent, 700187, Uzbekistan vvberd@yahoo.com

Our proposal is premised on a strategically different approach to the abstraction of quality 
river water in required volumes, provides for the supply of quality water to all consumers 
in Uzbekistan in Amudarya River Basin, and determines a new scheme for the collection 
and disposal of drainage, waste and sewage water with the aim to prevent Amudarya River 
from degradation and to ensure the water flows into Aral Sea.  The supply of water to 
consumers shall be provided by virtue of three independent water streams, whereas the 
Amudarya river channel would be used for collecting all drainage and wastewater volumes 
and subsequent  disposing  thereof  into  Aral  Sea.  The  proposal  is  an  alternative  to  the 
construction  of  Right  Bank  Collector  Drain  (RBCD)  and  Left  Bank  Collector  Drain 
destined for the collection of drainage water and for the disposal thereof to Aral Sea.

The abstraction  of  river  water  from the  rivers  of  Amudarya  Basin  by  virtue  of  three 
independent streams will allow taking into account specific requirements, imposed on each 
of those streams in terms of both quality and volume and water supply schedule, reducing 
the  abstraction  of  quality  river  water  to  a  minimum,  and  increasing  the  volume  of 
collection  of  all  drainage,  waste  and  sewage  water  to  a  maximum.  The  reduction  in 
volumes of water intake is estimated as 3 to 4 cubic km, whilst the increase in Amudarya 
River’s flow – as 6 to 8 cubic km per year respectively. Thanks to this, it may be easier and 
more expedient to ensure that necessary and sufficient conditions for the efficient use of 
water received by consumers are met, and that unproductive water loss, when transporting, 
is reduced to a minimum.

The use of Amudarya River channel for the collection of all drainage and wastewater will 
allow not only to increase the annual water volume destined for feeding Aral Sea, but also 
to avoid the danger of drying up the river channel and to ensure the continuous water flow 
resulting in the preservation of the river’s flora and fauna. Therefore, Amudarya River will 
“live” all year long preserving and developing the process of vital activities inherent to the 
river and preventing the desertification of the adjacent territories.

New scheme for the abstraction and transportation of quality river water by virtue of three 
independent streams for the purposes of irrigation, domestic and industrial uses in volumes 
corresponding to the following percentages: 85%, 12% and 3% respectively will require 
the construction of additional main canals, water pipes and other water conduits, the costs 
of which should not exceed the costs, same by nature, to be incurred by RBCD.

Preliminary  estimation  for  volumes  of  collectable  water  in  the  form  of  collector  and 
drainage disposal, of industrial and of municipal waste shows that Amudarya River can 
potentially receive 9 to 11 cubic km of drainage and waste water after initial biological and 
mechanical treatment.

The abstraction of water in three independent streams is proposed to undertake from the 
location along Amudarya River which corresponds to hydraulic requirements, whilst the 
water  meets  national  standards  and  sanitary  norms.  To  ensure  that  the  required  water 
quality at water intakes is met, the collection of all drainage and waste water in the river 
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channel is designed down the stream from planned water intakes after rough biological and 
mechanical treatment of the waste water. Tentatively, the location for waste water disposal 
in  the  upper  stream  will  be  Parsankul  Discharge  since  that  discharge  and  all  main 
collectors in midstream and downstream of Amudarya River are destined for the disposal 
in the river. At the same time, the existing tracks of RBCD will be used. The bigger part of 
RBCD  has  been  built  along  the  line  between  South  Collector  Drain  and  Parsankul 
Discharge, whereas another part of RBCD, 43 km, has not.   

The  transportation  of  water  for  industrial  and  municipal  needs  shall  be  implemented 
through pressure pipeline that will prevent water from pollution. At present, in the majority 
of rayons of Khorezm oblast  and in the Karakalpak Republic, industrial and municipal 
water is supplied through pressure pipelines from Tuya-Muyun reservoir.  To do so,  an 
extensive water main network has been developed from Tuya-Muyun reservoir to the city 
of Kungrad.  The existence of the network significantly reduces the required length for 
pressure pipeline proposed by us. That length will be determined by the distance between 
the water intake and Tuya-Muyun distribution pipeline that will require lower investment 
accordingly.  “Aralvodstroy” construction organization and “Neftegasstroy”  construction 
trust gained huge experience in laying pressure pipelines having big diameter. There are 
standard designs and required equipment for laying such pipelines.

The transportation of water for irrigation and industrial purposes can be implemented not 
only  through  pressure  pipelines  but  also  through  open  canals.  At  the  same  time,  the 
construction  of  new  canals  with  partial  rehabilitation  of  existing  main  and  inter-farm 
collectors  is  foreseen.  When  constructing  new  canals,  the  designed  tracks  of  main 
collectors may be used.

According  to  preliminary  estimation,  the cost  of  the  proposed project  would be  1.327 
billion  USD.  The  costs  foresee  the  financing  of  the  main  waterway  of  1,100  km, 
rehabilitation  of  individual  irrigation  canals  and  rehabilitation  of  the  tracks  of  main 
collectors.  Implementation of the proposed project  will  take 5 to 7  years  and payback 
period will be 8 to 11 years. Ecological factor of the project will be positive and quite 
sustainable. At the same time, the river will save 3 to 4 cubic km a year of its natural water 
volume, will save high level of its activity, and also will allow developing flora and fauna. 
Aral Sea, on the whole, will receive additional 12 to 15 cubic km of water, including 9 to 
11 cubic km of drainage and wastewater. 

At present, the construction of RBCD and LBCD is the main way to dispose water from 
the river to Aral Sea with the aim to feed the latter. Research, conducted with the use of 
materials associated with construction and maintenance of main collectors, showed high 
construction  and  operational  costs.  According  to  the  data  of  “Uzgipromeliovodhoz” 
designing institute, only to build RBCD will require investment worth 1 billion USD. That 
should be added with the necessity to operate  collector in difficult  living and working 
conditions.  The  construction  of  LBCD  will  also  require  sizable  investment,  and  its 
construction  and  operation  get  complicated  by  the  fact  that  it  crosses  territory  of 
Turkmenistan. Designs for the construction of both collectors foresee the use of equipment 
which is in acute need by operational organizations of Karshi main canal, Amu-Buhara 
canal, “Aralvodstroy” and other. The digging of collectors will be implemented in soils 
having high seepage resulting in big water losses when transiting. 

Advantages of our proposal compared with the above mentioned are the following:
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1. Big  interest  of  all  rayons  and  oblasts,  situated  in  midstream  and  downstream  of 
Amudarya River,  in  the receiving of  water meeting national  standards and sanitary 
norms.

2. The opportunity to attract budget money from oblasts, interested in receiving quality 
water, for the construction of waterways.

3. Increase  in  yearly  water  volume  for  feeding  Aral  Sea  owing  to  the  reduction  of 
transportation and local  water  losses  as  well  as  to  the prevention of  the danger  of 
drying up of river channel.

4. Short construction period.

5. Lower total costs for construction and operation.

6. Extended life of collector.  
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WATER  RESOURCES  MANAGEMENT  MODEL  OF  AMU  DARYA  RIVER 
BASIN TAKING INTO ACCOUNT WATER QUALITY1

M.V. Bolgov*, G.Kh. Ismaiylov**, V.M. Fedorov*

*Water Problem Institute of RAS, 119991 Moscow, Gubkin st., 3 bolgov@caspi.ru
**Moscow State University of Environmental Engineering, 127550 Moscow, Pryanishnikov 
st., 19 

INTRODUCTION

Simulation model of management of river water volume and mineralization for river basins 
with primary development  of irrigated agriculture  is  under consideration in the current 
work. Results of simulating experiment for Amu Darya River basin are investigated. It is 
the case where river hydro-ecological parameters are worsening due to great volumes of 
irrigational  returnable  runoff.  Variants  of  water  resources  management  in  the  basin, 
improving  hydrological,  water  economic  and  ecological  conditions  of  water  use  are 
proposed.

GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Special feature of up-to-date approach to the solution of the problem of rational use of 
water resources is, on the one hand, the necessity of account of environmental influence on 
the character and scales of water resources use, and, on the other hand, the account of 
influence of developing water resources systems (WRS) and the economy as a whole on 
the environment and, first of all, on ecological conditions of region. The most important 
and frequently the main thing is transition from studying of interrelations of local systems 
and processes of water resources use to system analysis of functioning of these systems as 
a whole on the base of modern computer and information technologies. 

In  this  connection one of  the central  problems in  the research of  regularities  of  WRS 
functioning is concordance of requirements of water-consumers and productivity of water 
protection complexes with river runoff regime and runoff of returnable waters. For the 
solution  of  this  problem  as  a  basic  tool  we  propose  the  imitating  model  of  WRS 
functioning in taking into account management of water protection complexes. The basic 
core of  this  model  belongs to  model  of  functioning of  the cascade of water  bodies of 
universal purpose.

In the development of model of synthesis  of optimum control of the cascade of water 
bodies it is necessary to mark out the following two interrelated problems. The first is the 
problem  of  optimum  planning  and  creation  of  regulating  water  protection  complexes 
guaranteeing prescribed supply reliability of consumers by water of required quality. The 
second is the problem of direct optimal control of WRS, including the cascade of water 
bodies  and  water  protection  complexes.  Thus,  general  statement  of  the  problem  of 
functioning of the cascade of water bodies can be formulated as follows.

Let's  examine  water  resources  system  consisting  of  cascade  of  N water  bodies  with 
hydroelectric power stations, located on basic and lateral inflows of the river. Each water 
body has  m participants. As participants we mean: irrigation, water-power engineering, 
industrial  and  municipal  water  supply,  sanitary  damps  and  requirements  of  natural 
complexes. The period of regulation  [0,  Т] is divided into  n equal (or unequal) sections 

nTt /=∆  with  the  help  of  1+n  time  moments  ,,...,, 10 nttt  such,  that 

1 Work was performed under the support of Russian Foundation for Basic Research, the project 04-05-
064048 
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.,...,,0 010 Tttttt n =∆+==  The choice of  t∆  depends on a type of regulation of 
river runoff within the limits of one water-economical year with its coordination with the 
next year. Duration of estimation interval  )( t∆  is necessary to be equal to one month, 
decade or pentade. Taking into account importance of water supply of the population, and 
also  a  small  per  cent  of  industrial  water  supply  (no  more  than  5%  from total  water 
consumption), their full maintenance is provided in given statement and consequently their 
requirements are included into the model in the form of limits. It is supposed also, that all 
irrigational  and  non-irrigational  consumers  ),1( Jj = ,  located  along  the  river,  form 
polluted waste and returnable waters. Dump of these waters into the river channel first of 
all worsens parameters of quality of river water, which in turn leads to deterioration of soil 
irrigation conditions and, consequently, to the decrease of productivity of irrigated lands. 
In this  connection it  is supposed,  that  each irrigational  system on its output has stores 
(artificial or natural),  which allow the rivers, depending on their assimilating ability, to 
redistribute  runoff  of  returnable waters  in  time and in  space and to  keep standards of 
parameters  of  river  water  quality.  The  main  requirement  to  stores  is  their  maximal 
evacuation at  the end of water economical  year  (depending on annual  runoff)  keeping 
concentration  of  polluting  substances  (ЗВ)  in  river  water  not  exceeding  maximum 
permissible in some control cross-sections downstream the river.

According to accepted conditions it is required to define optimal operating regimes of the 
cascade  of  water  bodies  with hydroelectric  power stations  taking  into account  optimal 
regulation  of  dumps  of  waste  and  returnable  waters  with  the  purpose  of  keeping  of 
maximal  concentration  limit  of  river  water  on  concentration  of  polluting  substances. 
Mathematical  statement  of  the  problem  is  the  following.  It  is  required  to  minimize 
functional:
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where  ,0=t  ,0VV =  V - vector of filling,  U - vector of dumps from water bodies, 

optU - optimal values of dumps, W - vector of water resources, t - current time, А и В- 
matrices of system conditions.

Solution of the problem of management of the cascade of water bodies in statement (1) - 
(4)  requires  use  of  direct  methods  of  stochastic  programming.  Taking  into  account 
incompleteness of probability  characteristic  of initial  data,  high  labour-intensiveness of 
calculations  (especially  in  dynamic  statement  of  the  problem)  the  imitating  model  of 
functioning of the cascade of water bodies of universal purpose is under construction. 

For the solution of this problem present work uses the imitating model described in work 
[1]. Numerical realization of this model is carried out for the case of WRS of Amu Darya 
River basin. Its river part consists of three water bodies with hydroelectric power stations 
(mean of basic control of volumes and a mineralization of river water), seven distributive 
units,  main and lateral inflows, including runoff of returnable waters; water intakes for 
industrial  and  domestic  needs.  Agroecosystem  includes  irrigated  and  bare  lands, 
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irrigational  systems  (IS),  places  of  formation  and  use  of  irrigational  returnable  runoff 
(IRR).

SOLUTION METHODS 

In the description of functioning of river part of water resources system it is necessary to 
distinguish parts of the river with water bodies of seasonal and long-term regulation, and 
unregulated river parts. The choice of strategy of water resources management by means of 
model of functioning of the cascade of water bodies should proceed not only from the fact 
that it should provide optimal water supply for all important consumers during enough long 
period, but also should take into account dynamics of parameters describing condition of 
water bodies ecosystem. However, knowing complexity of such approach, both methodical 
and informational, in up-to-date researches we take into account only mineralization of 
water in water bodies and in the river. 

Dynamics of water in water body for time moment  t can be described by the following 
balance differential equation:

( )dV t
dt
i - Qi (t) + ρi(t)+Ui(t)+ ri(t)= 0,  Vi(t0)=Vi

0, i N= 1, (5)

Vi = Vi (Qi, Hi),       i N= 1,
where  t -  time,  Vi(t) – water volume in  i-th water body at  the moment  t,  Qi (t) = 

( )q tij
j

ni

=
∑

1
 - volume of the main and lateral inflows to water body, including runoff of 

returnable waters from stores at the moment t,  ρ (t), U(t), r(t) -  correspondingly water 
consumption,  dump from water  body,  loss  of  water  on  evaporation,  filtration  and  ice 
formation from water body at the moment  t,  Vi

0 -  initial volume of water body at the 
moment  t0,  Н - depth of water body. The equation of kinetic of processes of mixture of 
salts in water body at the moment t can be described as the following:

( )dM t
dt

i - ( ) ( )q t C tij ij
j

ni

=
∑

1
-mдн,i(t)+ρi(t)⋅Ci(t +

+Ui(t)⋅Ci(t+αiVi(t)⋅Ci(t)=0, Mi(t0)=Mi
0, i N= 1, , 

(6)

where  Mi(t)=Ci(t)⋅ Vi(t) – volume of salts in  i-th water body at the moment  t, Cij - 
mineralization of inflow,  Ci -  mineralization of inflow from the water body,  mдн(t) – 
volume of salts, incoming at the moment t into the water body with ground water flow 
through bottom accumulations, α  - parameter, taking into account autopurification, М0 

- volume of salts in the water body at the moment t0.

Dynamics  of  water  in  the  store  at  the  moment  t we  can  describe  with  the  following 
differential balance equation:

( )dV t
dt
i
c

-qi
c(t)+Ui

c(t)+ri
c(t)=0,   Vi

c(t0) = Vi
с0, i N= 1, (7)
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Vi
c =Vi

c(qi
c, Нi

с), i N= 1,
where Vi

c(t) - volume of water in i-th store at the moment t, qi
c(t) - volume of returnable 

waters incoming into the store at the moment t, Ui
c(t), ri

c(t) - correspondingly damp and 
losses of water on evaporation and filtration from the store at the moment t, Hc - depth of 
the store; V0 c - initial volume of the store at the moment t0. 

The equations (5) - (7) as a result will be transformed into finite-difference form:
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Ci(t0) = Ci
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0,     i N= 1, ,   t = t1, t2, ..., T

(8)
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Ci
c(t0) = Ci

c0,    Vi
c(t0) = Vi

c0,    i N= 1, ,      t = t1, t2, ..., T

(9)

Here it is necessary to note, that it is possible to define α as a result of natural or laboratory 
researches.  For  this  purpose  it  is  necessary  to  have  values  C(1),  C(2),  ...,  C(m) 
concentration of salts in water body at the various moments t1, t2 ..., tm. Then it is possible 
to define α as average value of all αi. 
Different from regulated part of the river its natural part is characterized by the formation 
of water quality under the effect of such factors, as rather greater speeds of current and 
intensive mixing of water. In this connection in cross-section with concentrated release of 
drainage or sewerage waters there is no full dilution of waste liquid incoming to water 
body. In process of moving from release cross-section downstream waste liquid would be 
diluted  by  more  and more  volumes  of  river  runoff.  Hence,  for  cross-section  with  full 
mixture (at l = lполн) condition Cmax = Cmin = Cср. should be provided. Correspondingly, 
average concentration will be equal

C
q C Q C

q Qс

c c
p Ф

c
p

р =
+

+
 , (10)

где Cср. -  concentration of conservative substance in waste and drainage and sewerage 
waters, Cф - - background concentration of the same substance in river upstream the place 
of release of drainage and sewerage waters.

Taking  into  account  multi-component  character  of  the  problems  of  functioning  of  the 
cascade of water bodies, we propose as the most suitable for studying of such system the 
block structure of imitating model. Thus its basic purpose is to present studied process of 
functioning  of  the  cascade  of  water  bodies  in  the  form of  some compound  processes 
defined by the equations (5) - (10), and to fix all this in the form of structure diagram. 

Taking into account hydrological and water-economic features of Amu Darya River basin 
the problem of management of volume and mineralization of river water is formulated as 
follows. It is necessary to find out with preset structure of WRS river part and irrigated 
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agroecosystem such volumes and regimes of river and irrigation-returnable runoff, which 
will provide reliable water supply for users and suitable mineralization of river (≤ 1 g/l), 
irrigating (≤ 1,5 g/l) and domestic drinking (≤ 1 g/l) waters and needs of special damps 
(sanitary, ecological, power engineering) on all length of the river.

For the estimation of efficiency of WRS functioning of Amu Darya River, first of all, we 
carried  out  check  of  adequacy  of  proposed  imitating  model  in  the  case  of  economic 
features  of  this  basin.  With  this  purpose  we  performed  a  series  of  water  balance 
calculations for the period from 1981/82 to 1985/86, which characterizes real condition of 
functioning  of  river  part  of  Amu Darya  WRS.  For  numerical  realization  of  computer 
imitating experiments except for check of model adequacy we prepared water economic 
data  for  various  levels  of  WRS development.  Development  of  water  consumption was 
considered for two variants  of development  ("maximum" and "stop").  The first  variant 
corresponds to requirements of Sovereign States and provides the further development of 
irrigated agriculture in the basin. The second variant provides the termination of growth of 
the irrigated lands  (the area of irrigation approximately corresponds to 1990).  Specific 
water consumption in both variants was defined taking into account water keeping actions 
which realization is dated for the certain level of development. We accepted four levels of 
development:  I  and  II  belongs  to  the  middle  and  the  end  of  90th  years,  III  and  IV 
characterizes the beginning and the first decade of the new century. 

Results of numerical computer experiments testify that the further development of irrigated 
agriculture in the basin due to the developing of new irrigated lands will aggravate intense 
water economic and ecological conditions on the average and especially in downstream 
part of Amu Darya. Therefore ecologically suitable variant of further development of water 
use and improvement of socially ecological conditions in the basin is the combination of 
complex of resources-keeping and environmental protection actions with management of 
volumes and quality of river water.
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ABOUT THE ESTIMATED PROBABILITY OF EXCESS OF MAXIMAL WATER 
RUNOFF WITHIN MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS OF WATER RESOURCES 
SYSTEMS

M.V. Bolgov, L.F. Sotnikova
Water Problem Institute of RAS, 119991 Moscow, Gubkin st., 3   BOLGOV@CASPI.RU

Besides the publication of  new normative document  “Building Norms” in  the field of 
engineering hydrology, existing order of definition of probability of excess of estimated 
hydrological value has no suitable substantiation and requires some additions according to 
the results of scientific researches obtained in last years. Basic positions for calculations of 
maximal  runoff  were  formulated  by  S.N.Kritskiy  and M.F.Menkel’  in  1946 and have 
received their further development in posterior works.

The  base  of  the  concept  of  estimated  probability  of  excess  of  maximal  water  runoff 
contains some measure of risk of insufficiency of sizes of water-waste devices in hydraulic 
engineering constructions, which admits permissible for constructions of this or that class 
of  fundamentality.  Technical  and  economic  essence  of  the  problem  consists  in  the 
comparison  of  consequences  of  probable  destruction  of  constructions  and  flooding  of 
below lying districts with the cost of increasing of sizes of water-carrying outlets and other 
actions on prevention of infringements in normal work of construction unit.  Average of 
distribution of damages from destruction by floods in economic estimations, is defined as a 
product of value of predicted losses on probability of passage of higher water runoff than 
estimated along the river. Such technical and economic calculations were carried out by 
S.N.Kritskiy  and  M.F.Menkel’.  They  received  the  conclusion  that  it  is  practically 
impossible  to  estimate  values  of  damages  from  destruction  of  large  hydrounits.  It  is 
difficult to find out values and character of destructions of the hydrounit. It is even more 
difficult to define consequences of failure of water-economic constructions deal with this 
unit, and production units supplied by them. 

For constructions of the first class of fundamentality (testing case) the probability of excess 
of estimated water runoff Р = 0,01% is provided, i.e. one case from 10 thousand. Logic 
explanation of this rather small value consists in the fact that definition of required degree 
of  reliability  of  constructions  results  from  the  calculation  of  a  number  of  possible 
realizations  -  total  number  of  cases  of  floods  transfer  through  constructions,  which 
maximum can exceed estimated values. This number is defined as product of duration of 
work of constructions on a number of constructions of the given type in national economy. 
As in a national economy it is a lot of similar constructions, and destruction of each of 
them would be ' accident, it is necessary to start with, that such accident

This number is  defined as product  of duration of work of constructions on number of 
constructions of the given type in a national economy. Because there are a lot of similar 
constructions in national economy, and destruction of each of them would be an accident, 
it is necessary to proceed from the fact that such accident could be practically excluded. 
It  is  clear,  that  the  choice  of  values  of  estimated  water  runoff  in  such  way  is  not 
excessively cautious.
Objections against  above described,  based on the fact  that  similar  water runoff on the 
majority of rivers was not observed, are insolvent. Events with probability of excess Р = 
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0,01% are extremely improbable. They also could not be observed just because the similar 
phenomena are very rare. Nevertheless, it is possible to describe a number of cases where 
floods  of  rather  rare  repeatability  on  the  rivers  were  observed  in  the  foreseeable 
observational period. The case with dam Rincon de Bonnet in river basin of Rio-Negro 
(Uruguay) is convincing enough. Estimated maximal runoff there was accepted equal 9200 
m3/sec, corresponded to floods repeatability of 1 time in 1 thousand years (0,1 %). In 
April, 1959 runoff 17000 m3/sec passed through the dam. Its repeatability was estimated 
near  1  times  in  500  thousand  years  (0,0002  %)  has  been  ordered.  If  the  dam could 
collapsed (threat of destructions was so real, that the population were warned about it by 
radio) consequences would be catastrophic. Registration of catastrophic maximum usually 
leads  to  recalculation  of  maximal  water  runoff  and  change  of  representations  about 
estimated values. According to knowledge about dam destruction for the long period (from 
the  beginning  of  XIX  century  to  1960),  23%  of  such  destructions  were  caused  by 
insufficient  throughput  of  watersheds.  The  survey  contains  the  table  of  data  about 
destructions  of  large  dams  for  the  last  20  years.  Among  29  suffered  dams  14  were 
destroyed as a result of overflow waters through crest or dam destruction during flood 
period.

The  reason  that  extrapolation  of  cumulative  probability  curves  in  a  zone  of  small 
probabilities of excess of considered characteristics is doubtful. Such extrapolation can be 
confirmed  by  combined  analysis  of  data  obtained  for  groups  of  hydrologically 
homogeneous basins. Investigations carried out in Water Problem Institute form the basis 
of conclusion that in the field of small probabilities of excess of the order near 0,01% 
functions of distribution applied now, in particular, three-parametrical gamma-distribution, 
gives the result close to real repeatability of considered events.

Figure presents theoretical distribution for probabilities of excess of the first member of 
samples ranged in the decreasing order, obtained for average value from 93 observations 
series. Theoretical distribution of probabilities of extremely high values is calculated using 
formula of S.N.Kritskiy: Р=1- (1-р)n, where Р – probability of probability р of the largest 
member of sample among the set of samples, each of which has the length - n, р is defined 
as probability  of  the largest  member of  sample on an individual  curve.  It  is  the most 
effective  method  of  estimation  of  conformity  of  observational  data  to  theoretical 
distribution  in  the  field  of  small  probabilities  of  excess.  Theoretical  distribution  of 
probabilities of the largest members is deduced from conditions of true value of statistical 
parameters of distribution of characteristic and statistical independence of fluctuations of 
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its values. In the research of real river basins these conditions are not completely observed, 
and considered phenomena are represented less varying,  than actually.  Synchronism of 
runoff  fluctuations  also  reduces  variability  of  empirical  series,  however,  concerning 
maximal water runoff we cannot found out the tendency of formation of long series of high 
and low water years and they can be considered as statistically independent variables. 

It  is necessary to notice, that  now the maintenance of classes of hydraulic engineering 
constructions has also been changed: hydro-constructions, which earlier concerned to 1 
class on the capacity, now are defined as concerned to 2 and 3 classes. Estimated values of 
maximal runoff have remained the same and therefore, automatically it has led already to 
simplification of norms.

Limitation of initial data causes not always probably correct definition of parameters of 
possible  maximal  floods.  Therefore  in  calculation  of  the  most  responsible  hydraulic 
engineering constructions which destruction could result in death of the people and the 
greater material damage, new norms recommend to enter the guarantee correction, which 
deals with probable errors in estimation of corresponding maximum. On the base of wide 
statistical tests we carried out the researches on the evaluation of standard errors of fractile 
of  three-parametrical  gamma  distribution  in  the  evaluation  of  sample  parameters  by 
method of maximal likelihood with different ratio between coefficients of variation Сv and 
asymmetry СS. As a result of these calculations we constructed curves of distributions of 
fractiles  ХР and special  nomograms for  an estimation of  numerical  values of errors  of 
various confidential probability ХР, which are expected to be found out in selective values 
of  ordinates  of  distribution  curve  in  estimation  of  parameters  by  method  of  maximal 
likelihood. Nomogram for standard error of selective fractile became a basis of calculation 
of guarantee corrections for various values of  Сv and  СS/СV, estimated with the help of 
method of maximal likelihood. Results of estimations of A.V.Rozhdestvenskiy based on 
the method of moments were used for obtaining of corresponding guarantee corrections 
included in  the Building Norms.  Introduction of  the  differentiated values  of  guarantee 
corrections, i.e. depending on asymmetric curve, would allow to define estimated water 
runoff more validly. 

Researches in IWP of Russian Academy of Sciences also show, that three-parametrical 
gamma  distribution  can  be  recommended  as  the  basic  function  of  distribution  of 
probabilities of excess for the description of long-term fluctuations of river runoff. With 
appropriate  validation  also  the  other  functions  of  distribution  of  probabilities  can  be 
applied.

So, it is expedient to use so-called truncated distributions of probabilities in estimations of 
characteristics of the maximal runoff in special conditions of its formation.

The essence of truncation of distribution curve means that the certain interval of parameter 
fluctuation is  excluded from the  numerical  analysis  and it  is  required in  the  remained 
interval to construct a part of full distribution according to observations, i.e. the truncated 
distribution. With reference to calculation of maximal runoff, for example, only top part of 
observational series in decreasing order is used. Values of the bottom part are excluded. 
Substantiation of legitimacy of such approach lies in the fact that conditions of maximal 
runoff formation in low water years are sufficiently differ from high water years. It  is 
possible to propose, that information about water regime in low water years contain not 
enough data, which would promote more valid estimation of probability distribution of 
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high  floods.  Using  in  the  construction  of  theoretical  distribution  curve  of  values  of 
parameters, calculated on all observational series, we demand, that this curve describes in 
the  best  way  fluctuations  of  observable  maxima  on  the  average  in  all  interval  of 
probabilities of excess, including its bottom part. In some cases it results in worsening of 
conformity of theoretical curve to empirical data in a zone of small probabilities of excess, 
taking into consideration low floods. The following conclusion means, that calculation of 
maximal  water  runoff  of  rare  probability  of  excess  would  use  such  approaches  and 
mathematical  means  which  in  the  best  way  use  the  most  valuable  part  available 
observational  data  on  high  runoff,  especially  application  of  truncated  distributions. 
Researches of various conditions of high runoff formation were carried out in IWP. The 
greatest necessity of application of truncated distributions for areas of Baltic and Primorski 
Krai was revealed.

New normative document  proposes the variant  of  truncated gamma distribution with a 
point of truncation in median for use in engineering practice. Its basic theoretical positions 
were  developed  by  Ye.G.Blokhinov.  The  further  researches  have  confirmed  the 
acceptability of such approach for various geographical zones.
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ABSTRACT
The general water development in the Central  Asian region was the reason behind the 
impossibility to restore the Aral Sea in its biologically active form and to initial volumes. 
At the earliest stage of independence, the Central Asian states recognized this fact in “The 
Concept  for  Socio-Economic  and Environmental  Development  in  the  Aral  Sea  and its 
Coastal Zone (Priaralie)”, which was adopted by the Heads of State in January 11, 1994. 
Moreover, they considered that it was appropriate to focus on protection of Priaralie in 
social  and  natural  directions.  The  Governments  of  Kazakhstan  and  Uzbekistan  took 
respective measures and decisions that largely contributed to stabilization of situation in 
Priaralie and to development of its living and environmental capacities. Meanwhile, the 
future of the Aral Sea itself remains problematic and is still in the regional agenda, but the 
both countries use their own scenarios for problem solution. The nature itself, which has a 
certain  defense  reaction  for  self-preservation  and adaptation  to  new conditions  of  still 
shrinking sea, corrected the previous awesome forecasts of million tons of salt- and dust-
transfer by forming zones of self-planting and expanding naturally watered deltas in some 
places because of intensive natural surface water inflow. For instance, whereas the NATO 
Project  “Southern  Priaralie”  ("Resource  Analyses"  and SIC ICWC) planned to  expand 
wetland area to 230 … 250 thousand ha from previous 80 … 127 thousand ha, in June 
2005,  according  to  satellite  observations,  wetlands  increased  to  329,6  thousand  ha  in 
Amudarya delta. Intensive natural growing of saxaul, tamarisk, various solonchaks was 
detected by field expedition organized by SIC on GTZ’s demand to the former Akpetkin 
Archipelago in eastern part of dried sea. 

Nevertheless,  a  problem  related  to  the  sea  itself  and  its  future  should  be  thoroughly 
analyzed: what would happen under business as usual; what kind of hazard is posed to the 
nature and population; and,  what should be done in the first  place by Kazakhstan and 
Uzbekistan under suggested socio-economic development and water use in the region in 
order  to  achieve  ecological  sustainability  and  bioproductivity  in  the  Aral  Sea  and the 
surroundings.  

The report shows results from assessment of future outlook in the Aral Sea as performed 
under the project INTAS - 01- 0511.

MAIN PROJECT TASKS

The project INTAS 01-0511 tasks were as follows:

• predict salt and water balances of the Aral Sea under various scenarios of inflow to the 
coastal zone (Priaralie);

• identify sustainable ecological profile of the remained water body in different options;
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• outline a strategy for rehabilitation of ecosystems and bioproductivity of the Aral Sea.

Partners from Scientific-Information Center (SIC ICWC) were charged mainly with the 
first task, which was fulfilled in the following stages.

1. Develop a set  of mathematical models and software for comprehensive research on 
forming and development of the Aral Sea;

2. Predict hydrological inflow to the Aral Sea under various scenarios of delta watering 
and of development in Central Asian countries;

3. Study allocation of resources between water bodies to identify water-salt dynamics in 
Eastern and Westerns parts on annual and long-term basis under various scenarios of 
delta watering.

Currently, the Aral Sea is presented in form of 3 separate bodies: Small Sea in the North, 
Western Sea and Easter Sea. In 1993, the Government of Kazakhstan made a decision for 
forming  of  Northern  (Small)  Sea  with  a  dam in  Bergh Strait. Profile  of  former  strait 
upstream of the point where the Syrdarya flows into the sea and across the former Island 
and currently the Kokaral Cape suggested to the only feasible option for forming of Small 
Sea  within these  dimensions  with  clear  contours  defined  by  its  design watering mark. 
Separation of the Small Sea was proven not only by desire to establish water body near the 
town of Aralsk as an important social center is this remote point. But also arisen from a 
need to stop retrogression of the Syrdarya and its transformation into a canyon along the 
length of almost 40 km as a result of which a part of Syrdarya delta became absolutely 
dried up. 

In 1997, design work was launched and resulted in adoption of the design project with its 
further implementation at a design level of ↓ 42 in 2002 … 2006. High-water years of 2003 
… 2005 contributed to rapid water augmentation in Small Sea up to a level of   42 and 
even overflow to Eastern Sea. 

There was flow path,  which is 21,8 km long and 1,86 to 4 km wide between shallow 
Eastern and deep Western Seas where water flows from Eastern part. Taking into account 
that  water  is  flowing  into  Eastern  Sea  through  an  old  channel  of  the  Amudarya,  the 
scenario of preservation of status quo on water inflow is a priori dooms both Eastern Sea 
and  Western  Sea  to  dying. In  this  context,  since  1995,  the  Academy  of  Science  of 
Uzbekistan  (academician  Tashmukhamedov  B.O.)   has  been  strenuously  advocating 
transfer of the Amudarya’s water to Western Sea. Present correlation of sea’s water area 
shows that Small Sea, with an area of 286 thousand ha, is quite stable unlike Large Sea, 
occupying now about 1 Mha in Eastern shallow part and half a million ha in Western deep 
part. Bays of Eastern Sea in its Northern part are still 150 thousand ha large; however, they 
are subject to great variability depending on amount of overflow from Small Sea. An island 
is appearing or disappearing at outlet from Small Sea.  Obviously, water body located in 
place of Tshebas Bay will disappear. 
In such a way, tree emerging options are to be studied and modeled by us for long-term. 
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE

For progress of work, the executors have developed a database coupling information from 
different project groups (Russian Institute for Water Problems, responsible Academician 
O.F.Vasiliev,  Academy  of  Sciences  of  Uzbekistan,  responsible  academician 
B.O.Tashmukhamedov).  The  database  was  disseminated  among  all  co-executors  and 
placed on ICWC’s web-site  www.cawater-info.net. Moreover, the electronic map of the 
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Aral Sea isobaths was generated with an increment of 1 m, the bathymetric curves were 
plotted for conditions in the sea before split up and for separate three water bodies.  
The second stage included generation of hydrographs for expected inflow to upper deltals 
of the Amudarya river and the Syrdarya river under various future development scenarios. 
Seven  future  development  scenarios,  from  business  as  usual  to  optimistic  one,  were 
collaboratively studied based on available set of models ASB-MM, which was developed 
by SIC ICWC together with the Dutch company "Resource Analyses". These options were 
played on 50-year series for different river flow probabilities – normal, low, and high. 
Then, the expected inflows to mouths of Amudarya delta (Samanbai gauging station) and 
Syrdarya delta (Kazalinsk gauging station) were adjusted according to water cycle in the 
deltas themselves -  6 – 8 km3 for Amudarya delta and 1,3 … 2,7 km3 for Syrdarya delta – 
plus average annual inflow of 3 km3  to Small Sea. General chart of inflow calculation to 
Large Aral Sea is shown in Figure 1. The calculation results are given in Table 1.
Table 1
Development 
scenarios

Water 
availability 
scenarios

Inflow to Priaralie (Aral Sea coastal zone)
from Syrdarya from Amudarya

mean min max mean min max
Business as usual high-water 5.22

1.35
7.5
1.5

3.5
1.15

7.77
1.27

21.5
1.95

3.6
0.96

low-water 3.95
1.46

5.9
1.7

2.2
1.2

7.04
1.38

19.2
2.4

1.0
1.1

Optimistic high-water 7.27
1.03

11.2
1.4

4.0
0.8

11.16
0.98

21.5
1.5

4.8
0.7

low-water 4.12
1.51

4.85
1.80

1.11
1.25

6.48
1.37

15.3
2.15

2.4
0.98

National vision high-water 5.03
1.14

11.3
1.4

3.21
0.85

8.9
1.04

20.1
1.8

3.2
0.8

low-water 3.04
1.60

4.50
1.95

1.56
1.30

5.5
1.5

16.9
2.65

0.4
1.15

*)  numerator – amount of annual water inflow
**) denominator – water salinity

Figure 1
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Simulation of objects was made by models of reservoirs and system of reservoirs in delta, 
as described in [1], based on inflow specifics, evapotranspiration of reservoir and of reed, 
as well as their contribution to primary salt exchange. Then, transformed in delta amounts 
of water flowing into the sea were modeled, taking into account changes in salt content as a 
result of sedimentation, precipitation in coastal zone and freezing.   

FORECAST OPTIONS OF THE ARAL SEA DEVELOPMENT 

According to the accepted schemes of possible alternative combinations of sea’s reservoirs 
and  inflows,  dynamics  was  modeled  of  flow  transformation  with  further  change  in 
reservoir evolution when allocating water between reservoirs in Large Aral Sea (Eastern 
and Western bowls). As input options we considered three hydrological series of inflow to 
the  delta  corresponding  to  three  scenarios  for  maximum hydrological  series  and  three 
options for minimum hydrological series. 

inflow  under  existing  infrastructure  in  the  Amudarya  delta  makes  it  possible  to  keep 
Eastern bowl within the altitudes of 21 and 31 almost in all options. In case of optimistic 
development option and hydrological series of high flow probability, water level can be 
restored to 33 by 2022. Water level in Western bowl catastrophically lowers between 20 
and 26 m, and only in case of optimistic option and higher hydrological series water level 
is  stabilized  at  31  through  overflow from Eastern  to  Western  bowls.  Under  the  same 
conditions, expected salinity in Eastern bowl widely varies from 6,5 g/l to 100 g\l, with 
extreme values reaching 250 g\l. Western bowl has stable increase in salinity to 150 – 270 
g\l, and stabilizes within 120 g\l only in one option. 

In NATO Project’s inflow option, water level stabilizes at 30 and within the same level in 
Western Sea almost  in all  options.  At the same time, water salinity in the both bowls 
greatly differs: it stabilizes at 70 – 80 g\l in Western bowl; and varies within 800 – 900 g\l 
in Eastern bowl.
As to  hypothetical  option (option 3),  Eastern bowl keeps water  level  at  28 – 31 m in 
minimum option,  while  it  is  between 29 – 31,5 m in Western bowl.  Moreover,  water 
salinity decreases to 25 – 55 g\l  and further desalination is expected in Western bowl, 
while in Eastern Sea salinity ranges from 200 to 900 g\l. Given such salinity values, the 
assumptions  made  in  the  model  become  invalid  and  call  for  detailed  hydrochemical 
modeling of high-saturated solutions.
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INTRODUCTION

The  agricultural  production  in  the  Khorezm  region,  which  is  located  in  northwest 
Uzbekistan, relies on the irrigation from the Amu Darya River. The combination of the 
natural and anthropogenic factors brought to the unfavorable environmental conditions in 
the  region.  The  natural  conditions  (high  hydrothermal  climate  indicators,  low  natural 
drainage and surface slope) of Khorezm favors to processes of salt accumulation in the 
soil. The water-salt regime in the region is maintained by intense leaching in the autumn-
spring.  Currently  due  to  the  poor  technical  conditions  of  the  irrigation  network  and 
outdated irrigation scheduling, the irrigation water is used inefficiently and replenishes the 
groundwater. Thus, the main problems during the cotton cultivation in Khorezm are the 
poor  water  management  at  leaching  and  irrigations  and  the  absence  of  the  effective 
drainage. All these caused changes in the local and regional hydrology.

According to data from the Ministry of Agriculture and Water Management (MAWR) of 
Uzbekistan [6] in the Khorezm region during the years of water scarcity the percentage of 
medium and highly saline soils increases, while with sufficiently available water resources 
the soils of medium and slight salinity prevails. From 1990 till 2004 the ratio of soils with 
different soil salinity degree did not change noticeably. One of the main reasons is the 
water availability for leaching and irrigation. Therefore it is important and necessary to 
improve the water management on the field level, especially in the years of water resources 
shortage.  Water deficit  causes the yield decrease;  the unequal  (by discharge and time) 
water supply in the semi-arid regions leads to the decrease of land productivity.

The research conducted in the framework of the German-Uzbek project “Ecological and 
Economical Restructuring of Land and Water Use in the Khorezm Region of Uzbekistan – 
a  Pilot  Project  for  Development  Research”  allowed  to  understand  how  different 
components of the “soil-plant-atmosphere” system interact and where the improvements 
can  be  implemented.  During  the  vegetation  seasons  (2002-2003)  at  the  experimental 
research station in Khiva district on two cotton fields (3.5 ha and 3.7 ha area) of different 
soil texture (sand vs sandy loam) the soil moisture and salinity was monitored. Further in 
the text the results for the sandy loam field are presented.

WATER AND SALT BALANCE

From  1985  till  1999  the  yearly  water  amounts  for  the  purposes  of  irrigation  and 
amelioration  in  Khorezm constituted  16-21  thous.m3 ha-1 [6].  In  2000-2001 due  to  the 
water deficits, the yearly water intake decreased to 8-12 thous.m3 ha-1. The share of the 
water intake during the vegetation (April-September) varies from 0.6 till 0.9 and depends 
on  the  areas  under  rice  and  on  the  scale  of  yearly  conducted  autumn-spring  leaching 
activities. According to some authors [7] in the Aral Sea Basin about 5-10 thous.m3 ha-1 of 
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water is applied for soil leaching. However the analyses of the previously conducted works 
in the region [8, 10] showed that at the efficient drainage system, considered soil salinity 
degree and soil texture, and reduced soil desalinization layer, the water amounts can be 
decreased. For example, in our research in 2003 for the leaching of 0-60 cm soil layer in 
the sandy loam field about 3000 m3 ha-1 of water was applied. The soil salinity degree 
decreased from medium (ЕCе=5  dS m-1)  to  slightly  saline (ЕCе=2  dS m-1).  Thus in  the 
monitored field to decrease the soil salinity degree per 1 dS m-1 in the 0-60 cm soil layer 
about 1000 m3 ha-1 of water has to be applied.

During 2002-2003 vegetation seasons the farmers irrigated cotton by furrows. Necessary to 
mention that the field leveling was poor and therefore farmers divided the field by hands 
into micro-plots with the size of 30 m per 30 m and irrigated the cotton inside the created 
plots. Nevertheless the water application inside the micro-plots and along the field was not 
uniform (Table 1); therefore some parts of the field were over-irrigated while other parts 
were not irrigated at all. 

Table 1. The components of water balance for the maximum cotton rooting depth (75-89 cm) during the 
leaching and vegetation season (2003) in the sandy loam field in Khiva district

Time period P [mm] Irr [mm] Qbot [mm] Ta [mm] Ea [mm] ∆W [mm]
Beginning of the field

13 Feb – 25Apr 52 299 -272 0 113 -33
25 Apr – 4 Oct 78 407 -28 382 111 -36

Middle of the field
13 Feb – 25Apr 52 299 -240 0 123 -12
25 Apr – 4 Oct 78 387 -39 333 121 -29

End of the field
13 Feb – 25Apr 52 299 -215 0 126 11
25 Apr – 4 Oct 78 268 16 270 124 -33

P - precipitation, Irr –applied water, Ta – actual crop transpiration, Ea – actual evaporation, ∆W – soil moisture 
change (from soil surface till maximum cotton root depth) and Qbot – water fluxes at the bottom of the rooting 
depth (the positive fluxes denotes upwards water fluxes).

In these conditions the salinity in the 1-m soil layer along the field was very spotty (from 
slightly to highly saline in 2002 and from slightly to medium saline in 2003). The salt 
amounts added from the shallow groundwater increased the difference in soil salinity along 
the field. For example, in the beginning of the sandy loam field, with the highest amounts 
of applied water and highest capillary water rise (230 mm) from the groundwater surface, 
during the vegetation season 2003 about 0.2 t ha-1 of salts were accumulated in the cotton 
rooting zone (Table 2).
Table 2. Components of salt balance (t ha-1) for the maximum cotton rooting zone (75-89 cm) in the sandy 
loam field during the leaching and vegetation season 2003 (Khiva district) 

Location in the 
field

Time period Input (via 
irrigation)

Output (via 
drainage)

Salt content in 
the profile

Beginning 13 Feb – 25Apr 3.9 -21.0 -17.1
25 Apr – 4 Oct 3.7 -3.5 +0.2

Middle 13 Feb – 25Apr 3.9 -21.1 -17.2
25 Apr – 4 Oct 3.3 -6.6 -3.3

End 13 Feb – 25Apr 3.9 -14.2 -10.3
25 Apr – 4 Oct 2.4 -3.5 -1.1
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Although in the end of the sandy loam field the amount of applied irrigation water and 
groundwater contribution to crop transpiration were lower compared to other locations, in 
the end of the vegetation season about 1.1 t of salts per hectare were leached from the 
cotton rooting zone. In spite of salts removal, the soil salinity degree did not change at this 
location and remained slightly saline.

The  groundwater  table  during  2003  was  at  1-1.5  m  depth.  In  Khorezm  the  high 
groundwater level is often created by farmers. In 1977 Jabbarov et al. [3] wrote that in the 
conditions  of  unstable  water  supply  in  order  to  protect  the  upper  soil  layers  from the 
desiccation, farmers block the drainage system for some days in spring. By doing this they 
secure  the  soil  moisture  for  cotton  germination.  According  to  Rysbekov  [9],  the  high 
groundwater tables negatively influence to cotton development due to high soil moisture in 
the cotton rooting zone.  Kahlown and Azam [5] concluded from their experiments that 
cotton is very sensitive to salinity under shallow groundwater. The sufficient amounts of 
oxygen are necessary for root respiration and for the metabolic function of roots and the 
plant itself [2]. The authors noted that cotton yield decreased about 11-60 % with the rising 
of the groundwater table from 2-3 m to less than 1 m. Thus, the blocking of the drainage 
system has both positive and negative consequences. On the one hand, it increases the soil 
moisture  content  during  germination  phase  and  on  the  other,  it  causes  a  change  in 
groundwater chemistry and an increase in soil salinity in the aeration zone.

Concluding  from  our  results  and  from  experiments  carried  out  elsewhere  it  becomes 
obvious that with a shallow groundwater table less irrigation water is needed. For instance, 
Jabbarov et al. [3] in his experiments on the cotton fields in Khorezm applied only 1900-
2000 m3 ha-1 of water when the groundwater table was at  0.5-1.0 m. This increased to 
3000-3800 m3 ha-1 with a groundwater table at 1-1.5 m. The latter amount is similar to that 
applied  on  sandy loam field  (groundwater  table  at  ~1.4  m depth;  applied  water  3720 
m3 ha-1).

The results of the conducted research during two years showed the large changes in soil 
moisture and salinity, groundwater table and its salinity. It is obvious that in the monitored 
conditions the soil moisture has to be managed only in the upper 50 cm, because below it is 
almost always higher than the field capacity.

Besides, the processes of secondary soil salinization under cotton were observed. The most 
noticeable  salinization occurred in  2002 (farmers applied only 2360 m3 ha-1 during the 
vegetation season and the last irrigation event was conducted in the end of August). The 
soil salinity degree in the cotton rooting zone increased from non-saline in the beginning of 
the season to highly saline in the end of vegetation. In spite of salt accumulation in the end 
of 2002 vegetation season, in the beginning of 2003 due to the autumn-spring precipitation, 
even before the leaching, the amount of salts in the 1-m soil layer has decreased from 11 
dS m-1 to  5  dS m-1.  In  2003  the  irrigation  events  were  carried  later  (the  last  was  in 
September), while the amounts of applied water for irrigation were higher than in 2002. 
The seasonal salt accumulation in 2003 was negligible. After leaching (3000 m3 ha-1) in 
2003, about 15 t ha-1 of salts were discharged from the sandy loam field (Table 2) and the 
soil salinity degree decreased from medium and highly saline to non saline and slightly 
saline.

CONCLUSIONS

The estimated salt balance for the vegetation and non-vegetation periods confirmed that in 
general the processes of desalinization prevail on the sandy loam field. It can be concluded 
that farmers in Khorezm can manage the seasonal salt accumulation in the conditions of 
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sufficient  water  availability  during  leaching  and  vegetation  season.  In  case  of  water 
shortages  the  processes  of  salt  accumulation  start,  because  the  satisfactory  salt 
management in the field becomes difficult. This was also confirmed by Ikramov [4].

In  general,  the  successful  agriculture  depends  on  combination  and  interaction  of 
anthropogenic and natural factors. Ablyazov [1] concluded that soils of Khorezm are one 
of the best in the Central Asia. It is only necessary to control and regulate the groundwater 
table  considering  the  soil  lithology.  The  special  attention  should  be  addressed  to  soil 
surface leveling on the fields.
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PROBLEMS  OF  WATER  LIFTING  ENGINE  SYSTEMS  CONTROL  IN  THE 
REPUBLIC OF UZBEKISTAN IN THE ARAL SEA BASIN

Glovatsky O. Ya., Pak O.Y.
SANIIRI, 11,Karasu-4, Tashkent, Uzbekistan, 700187

The Republic of Uzbekistan being one of the region in the NIS, that saturated of pumping 
stations (PS), under the runaway deficiency conditions of material and technical and power 
resources,  within the next  few years could be in  extremely difficult  situation in  water 
consumption aspect and soil-  water taking aside,  over of the worst  technical level  and 
repair of pumping stations. At the same time ascendant meaning is gaining in importance 
breakdowns  (failure)  by  functioning,  i.e.  complete  falling  in  the  efficiency.  Timely 
exposure of the breakdowns(gradual and sudden) allow to prevent decreasing of water-
engine efficiency exploitation and possible breakdowns and as a result stopping of water 
rendering. The exploitation of  PS and Plants (PP) on a ameliorative systems demand of 
improvement the construction of some their particular elements with taking into account 
the requirement dependencies of steadiness in regional conditions of the Republic (high 
level of the abradant small parts in the pumping (transferrig) water, heavy (severe) climatic 
conditions).  On water-  engine  systems (WES) is  exploiting almost  of  all  kinds  pump-
energetic equipment . 

Long exploitation of  the depreciated equipment under the conditions of  becoming tougher 
regimes of their work is result in the following negative consequence:

1. More than a half of damages and breakdowns  caused by physical deterioration (wheel, 
box  wheel,  bearing,  i.e.  of  main  assemblies,  restoration  of  which  needs  of 
comprehensive demounting with disabling for a long time.

2. Decreasing of weight-average efficiency of equipment, degrade ecological characters.

Conditions of pumping equipment work in Central Asia could  takes as a very difficult. 
There are highly content of hard suspend of parts in pumping (transferrig) water – 6-15 g/l, 
high temperature of surrounding air – 35-50 °С, the whole year round cycle of work (in 
winter period filling up reservoirs, carrying out flushing watering and other). There are 
highly mineralization of water on drainage systems –25 mg/l. As a result of such factors 
there are relatively low reliability of pumps – 2000-4000 hours up to capital repair and 
economy  of  the  efficiency.  From  here  appears  entire  bank  of  scientific,  technical, 
technological and organizational tasks for boosting  reliability of the PS exploitation.

The guages of renovation of investment policy demand of fresh ecological thought, and 
tightened inspection to resort projects. The reconstruction of WES, could give the most 
economical and ecological effect [1].

At present time in the system of Ministry of agriculture and water resources exploiting 
about 1603 PS, more than 5 thousand pumping. More than 50% of irrigated squares of the 
republic  provides  by  WES (from 4,3  million  hectares  –  2,4  WES).  In  2005 by  WES 
provided more than 59 billion of m3 water, out of this -27 billion m3 by main PS. Supplied 
power is  more  than 8 billion  kWh,  always supposing  about  15% of  all  energy  of  the 
republic.

Exploitation  costs  come to  207  billions  sum (200  millions  USD).  More  than  50% of 
buildings  and  equipment  expends  of  their  resource,  capacity  for  work  backing  by 
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expensive  repair,  by  the  way  by  SANIIRI  data  about  20-25%  of  the  outlays  is  not 
efficacious by power inputs and 30-35% for restoration costs. By decreasing of specific 
power  inputs,  control  and  increasing  average  efficiency  of  PS  elements  it  is  possible 
greatly lower of exploitation expenses and raise exploitation reliability of PS.

As against of other machine series, there are no normative-technical documentation for 
pumps, in  which would be clear denoted the nomenclature of   structure parameters of 
technical condition – the characteristics that direct determinanting capacity for work of an 
arrangement  and changing under the influence of different technological  and operation 
factors.  In  literary  sources  as  stated  parameters  offer  a  great  deal  of  different  pump 
characteristics, in which connection often without  sufficient basis.

In technical literature, in a practical manner, is absent data to influence of  certain units of 
pump  arrangement  and  elements  of  PS  hydro-technical  complex  to  operation 
characteristics.  The  absence  of  priority  research  engineering  to  stated  problem  makes 
impossible optimization of PS regimes to modern level of exploitation and using diagnostic 
system. By SANIIRI data the technical resource of pump work, as a rule, no more than 3,5 
thousand hours, and operational efficiency  lower than rated in 5…7%. It is necessary to 
take into account that fact, what the first PS of Amu-Karakul channel was operationing 
since 1961…65yy., and the period of other PS exploitation exceed 25..30 years. 

Ageing of the equipment and buildings inevitable will reduce to necessity to consider the 
problems of operating and reconstruction systems from the reliability theory and water 
economy positions. Available the negative experience of abrupt increase of cavity-abrasive 
deterioration,  vibration  and  repair  disconnexion  of  assemblies,  attendanting  by 
periodically  perturbation  of  the  stream,  hitherto  it  is  impossible  to  evaluate 
comprehensively. Under this conditions the especially importance get the stability of PS 
exploitation.  It  is  necessary  by  mathematical-economical  methods  to  determine  the 
expediency of PS exploitation under the lowering of its working parameters lower than 
designed one’s.  The stability of work is  determine the characteristics of the water and 
energy-efficient technology of the PS  exploitation. 

The method of the work is increasing of stability and efficiency of the exploitation of all 
elements PS hydrotechnical unit, economy of power and other resources on the basis of the 
estimation technical conditions of PS buildings and pumping power equipment.
The most rational and progressive method is planed system of PS technical exploitation 
(PSTE), which is total of organizational and technical measures, that provides an optimal 
conditions of PS exploitation.

The abrupt diminution  of costs for WES functioning could be achieved at the expense of 
modern power and resources economy technologies of  connecting buildings.

At the period of formation independence of the Republic by scientific and exploitation 
organizations  was  made  decision  of   a  number  problems  of  increasing  stability  and 
reliability  of  pumping plants  (PP)  work.  However  at  the  big WES, which is  the main 
materially-technical and power resources consumer, the problem of its decreasing could 
not be decided without introduction modern technologies for WES and PS exploitation, 
considering  concrete  varied  power  and resources  costs  at  all  PS connecting  buildings. 
Except of the power resources economy the control of PS connecting buildings regimes 
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lets  the considerable  economy of  water  resources,  concerned with liquidation of  water 
dissipation on limitative elements boundaries.

For the realization of stated aims and tasks of resources economy authors offers to use 
original(on invention level), created by themselves, constructions of connecting buildings 
and  PP  along  the  whole  length  of  PS  hydro-technical  unit.  After  the  natural  testing 
analysis, will be created combined constructions with the complex functions, control of 
flow distribution and principally a new technologies of its exploitation.
Working  out  of  the method of  determination necessity  in  electric  power for  WES, its 
mathematical expression and realization of energy-efficient model of control connecting 
buildings working regimes and water distribution at one of the real existing system allow 
to obtain no less than 6-7 millions kWh economy on every big PS cascade.  As far as 
further market infrastructure evolution improving in agriculture, the rated index of power 
inputs could become the base of  future tariff for irrigated water.

Introduction  of  stated  technologies  on  WES with  axled  PP  ОП-5-110Э species  (Alat, 
Karakul  and  other)  gives  economy to  0,98  millions  kWh to  one  PS,  PP  ОП-10-185Э 
species (KuyuMazar,  Sherabad,  Jayhun PS) – to  1,2  millions  kWh. The liquidation of 
stated overfalls on grating ∆h 10-36 sm. lets economy on big PS of Karshi Magistral Canal 
(KMC)- 1,7-6,2 millions kWh, Amu-Bukhara MC (ABMC) -0,4-1,6 millions kWh.

In the time of  work with uncharged siphon water on PP ОП-10-185Э species excess 
charges of  electric power is 125,1 thousand kWh a month. Under the cost of 1 kWh –31,2 
sum (01.04.05y) annual economy from 5 PS for water admission complex is equal 5,6 
millions kWh, 174,72 millions sum on two main PS liquidation of maximal overfalls gives 
economy 7,8  millions  kWh or  250,38  millions  sum,  water  passages  on  stated  PS –  3 
millions kWh and 93,6 millions sum accordingly. 

After  the  approbation of  operation technologies at  the  biggest  PS into the Ministry  of 
agriculture and water resources of the Republic have to present a method of  objective 
WES resources needs by water consumption plans.

The most difficult and dynamic in water feed  regimes management is the systems with 
cascade  scheme  of  big  irrigation  PS.  Such  systems  assume  definite  single-minded 
regulation of water feed regimes, ascendant criteria of which, until today, is  maximum 
satisfaction of the requests for water consumption.

Actuality  and  novelty  of  investigations  takes  shaping  of  there  orientation  toward 
mobilization of resource- and energy-saving reserves, that haven’t found the application 
because of a restricted abilities of the traditional principals of WES technological regimes 
management. It is necessary to define the expediency of PS exploitation under the lowering 
of working parameters (in the first place –efficiency) lower than rated.

The main measures for resources-saving and reducing of  water delivering prime cost on 
WES, is:

• Information-advising systems for management of PS connecting buildings regimes by 
the main criteria if its efficiency. Corrected calculation of the efficiency of hydro unit 
main PS elements under a different of  regional conditions;
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• Liquidation of superfluous water feed under the absence of water feed management for 
main WES part and maximal using of potential energy of superfluous water sources. 

• Liquidation of the unproductive electric power dissipation, head and overfalls of water 
levels, silting of antechambers, decreasing of the height water lifting by exclusion of 
water feed higher than PS siphon water passage level;

• Introduction  of   energy-water-efficient  technologies  of  PS  exploitation,  combined 
devices for a flow structure  alteration. Adaptation of the varied expenses method to PS 
cascade regimes management.

The top-priority problem of the exploitation and reconstruction WES in the Aral sea basin 
is divided into two parts:

1. Working out of a new energy and resource-saving technologies of the exploitation 
with possible WES cycle and transferring of its water scoop;

2. Investigation  of  the influence of  irrigation  for  the working  regimes and economic 
efficiency of the perspective hydroelectric power station (HPS) in the Aral sea basin 
and the evolution of small hydroenergetics.

The contemporary water resources distribution of the Amudarya river among the Central 
Asia Republics was accepted on basis of general development schemes of water resources 
in the Amudarya river basin. Four main problems is the object of especially preoccupation 
in a future water distribution context: additional delta needs of the Aral sea and the river, 
starting from constant stability providing; the water scoop of  the Uzbekistan biggest WES 
on Turkmenistan territory; Afghanistan’s possible requests;  conviction of upper stream 
countries in discrimination underging.

From the incomplete decision of problem fighting with the river hard flow, bigger part of 
the  material  and  financial  facilities,  directed  to  the  operational  measures,  spent  to  a 
refinement  the  systems  from  silting,  repair  of  the  PS  equipment  from  abradant 
deterioration.

Modern technologies of the repair working allows to solve a row of interconnected tasks 
of  increasing  the  efficiency  of  exploitation  under  the  increasing  of  pumps  efficiency, 
water-saving under the increasing of  volumetric efficiency constituent and safety of  big 
Hydrotechnical  buildings  exploitation,  which  concerned  with  PS  cascades  for  unique 
pumps ОП-10-260, 185, 110 species situated in Karshi, Bukhara, Surkhandarya regions.

Under the ability of investments realization, the equipment one of  the big station (in the 
republic altogether is 24 big PS) by modern systems comes to 170-190 thousands USD, 
the pilot project of type PS –11-12 thousand USD. 
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INTRODUCTION

A plenty of researches is devoted to the problem of water resources management in the 
river basins of the Aral region. They have both scientific and practical character.  Such 
heightened  interest  is  caused  by  the  development  of  large  areas  for  irrigation.  Its 
development during many centuries and sharp increase in 20-th century (especially in its 
second half)  has  resulted in  unpredictable  consequences.  It  was  caused  by not  always 
correct  scientific  decisions  on  the  development  of  the  strongly  salted  lands  with  poor 
conditions of natural drainage, insufficiently proved irrigating norms, poor development of 
drainage and sewerage systems,  realization of  dump of  strongly saline  waters  into the 
rivers, etc. Intensive use of water-land resources in the water-economic systems (WES) of 
the  arid  zone  resulted  in  changes  of  their  water-salt  regime  and  reduction  of  crops 
productivity. In particular, increase of groundwater table is observed on irrigated lands and 
adjacent  territories.  It  causes  secondary  soil  salinization,  bogging,  and  the  increase  of 
mineralization of surface water sources (deterioration of their irrigating ability). Especially 
considerably  it  is  shown  in  the  development  of  the  upper  sites  of  watersheds,  which 
simultaneously are served as the areas of formation and use of river runoff and determine 
conditions of water resources in their upper and lower parts.

UP-TO-DATE WATER-LAND RESOURCES OF THE ARAL REGION

Estimating up-to-date condition of water and land resources, it is necessary to note, that 
there were no essential changes to the best for last decades. The critical condition of the 
Aral region has drawn attention of world community. However this theme began to have 
speculative  character.  We shall  note  the  following moments  not  losing urgencies  after 
decades.  Still,  mono-crop  and  high  water  use  in  agriculture  are  remained  as  negative 
ecological aspects of the economy, despite of some reduction of irrigated areas occupied 
by  cotton in  1990th  years.  The  situation  in  the  region is  complicated  by  the fact  that 
renewed surace water resources are used almost completely, and in low water years the 
coefficient of runoff intake is more than one, water intake from the rivers in high water 
years  exceeds  runoff  of  10% probability  [11].  According  to  data  [5],  anthropogenous 
consumption of runoff in the Aral Sea basin still exceed 90 км3/year (annual runoff of Amu 
Darya  and  Syr  Darya  rivers).  Thus  irrigated  agriculture  takes  about  90  %  of  all 
consumption.  However  it  is  necessary to  note,  that  high growth of the population and 
increasing  requirements  of  life-support,  and  also  developed agrarian  orientation  of  the 
economy of the region do not allow to reduce scales of irrigated agriculture considerably. 
The main changes in water and salt runoff of the rivers, occurred in 1970th, reduction of 
water  runoff  and growth of  its  mineralization in  its  upper  and  lower  parts,  keep  their 
parameters  up to  now. They are  especially essential  in  tops of  deltas where the rivers 
periodically began to dry up, and the mineralization increased in several times and reaches 
values of 2-3 g/l. Growth of mineralization of river water was accompanied by change of 
its  ionic structure with substantial  growth of amount of toxic ions.  Thus general  water 

2 Work was performed under the project Jayhun, contract №516761
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hardness was increased up to 15-25 mg-eqv/l, content of chlorides up to 450-700 mg/l, 
content of sulfates up to 700-1000 mg/l  [9]. Spatial and temporal changes began to be 
observed in mineralization and chemical compound of river waters. It was resulted not so 
much from the influence of natural factors (for example, water amount per year), but from 
anthropogenous activities, in particular deal with irrigation [7]. Runoff of drainage and 
severage waters became the main component of irrigational factor influencing water and 
salt regime of the rivers. Mineralization of drainage and sewerage waters in some areas 
reaches 20 g/l, and their annual volume makes the one fourth part of all runoff in the Aral 
region. Per cent of drainage and sewerage waters reached in lower parts 40-60% of total 
river runoff. Thus, drainage and sewerage runoff became the basic part in technological 
chain of irrigated agriculture. It  was resulted in mobilization of large volumes of salts, 
accumulated earlier in landscapes, and their redistribution on huge territory of the Aral 
basin [3, 10]. Water and salt regime of drainage and sewerage waters became determining 
factor of river runoff formation.

In connection with above-stated, objective, realistic analysis of water resources in the Aral 
Sea  basin  and  the  development  of  the  technique  of  estimation  of  parameters  of  their 
condition became the major problem. However the change of geopolitic situation deals 
with disintegration of the USSR, complicated the decision of these problem. In particular, 
reduction  of  hydrometeorological  network  and  experimental  stations  has  taken  place; 
quality of the initial data has worsened. Often initial data can be obtained only from some 
experimental  field  researches  carried out  under  different  programs.  Therefore adequate 
conclusions  are  difficult  for  making.  The  information  about  use  of  water  and  land 
resources is now obtained from different isolated sources where frequently instead of the 
factual it is designed. Besides it is difficult to classify these data by kinds of water users 
and water sources. Therefore uncertainty of estimation of changes of condition of water 
and land resources arises due to probable changes of the climate and social and economic 
development of the region.

RESULTS  OF  THE RESEARCH  OF  WATER-SALT  REGIME  AND  IRRIGATED  LANDS 
PRODUCTIVITY

Earlier,  before  disintegration  of  the  USSR,  long-term  complex  all-round  scientific 
researches in the Aral region were carried out. Results of these researches have not lost 
their urgency for the estimation of probable changes of parameters of functioning of water 
economic system in different conditions of up-to-date period. All-round analysis of laws of 
formation  of  water-salt  regime  and  productivity  of  irrigated  lands  in  various 
environmental,  climatic  and soil  meliorative  conditions  under  different  anthropogenous 
effects (presence and condition of irrigating and drainage-sewerage systems, realization of 
irrigation regimes and irrigating norms, used agricultural techniques, etc.) In works [1, 2, 4, 
6, 8, 9, 12] the authors investigated interrelations between the elements of water and salt 
balance, and also parameters of productivity of irrigated lands in different environmental 
conditions under the effect of different anthropogenous factors. The imitating model of 
formation of water and salt balance and productivity of irrigated lands was developed on 
the base of both original, and well-known empirical and semi-empirical dependences.

This  model  has  branched  block  structure:  surface  layer  of  the  atmosphere,  vegetative 
cover, unsaturated zone, ground and soil waters. The condition of each of these blocks for 
the certain moment of time is characterized by balances of water, heat and substance, and 
is described by the corresponding balance equations [4, 8]. Vertical interrelations between 
blocks occur due to descending and ascending streams. Total evaporation, infiltration and 
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capillary recharge of unsaturated zones by soil waters are there the main processes. Surface 
cover of ground, bottom border of root layer and level of soil waters serve as horizontal 
borders. Components of salt balance are determined with the help of obtained values of 
elements of water balance. Processes of dilution and corresponding salts transportation by 
water  streams  are  imposed  on  the  processes  of  water  exchange  considered  above. 
Productivity of irrigated lands is estimated with the help of simplified dynamic model of 
formation of yield (biomass) of agricultural crops, adapted for the main crop - cotton. Thus 
influence on the formation of crop yield of weather conditions, humidity of root layer of 
ground,  time changes of  biomass,  dozes of fertilizers  and character  and degree of  soil 
salinity  is  taken  into  account.  Because  the  majority  of  natural  observations  and 
corresponding initial data have discrete character, the model of object is under construction 
on  the  base  of  finite  difference  equations  (model  with  lumped  parameters),  and  the 
condition of modelling object is described with the help of final set of parameters, instead 
of their continuous distribution in space and time. Simplification of model is reached in 
such way. The area of distribution of its condition is broken into separate parts for the 
account of spatial  structure of object.  The condition of object is  taken into account by 
averaged parameters on each part. The continuity of the condition in time is carried out by 
averaging of conditions for estimation interval of time. Its change is determined by setting 
of initial condition, managing influences and indignations for each interval of time. Month 
is accepted as estimation interval of time for determining of parameters of water and salt 
balances. Decade is accepted for the estimation of productivity.

Identification of parameters of model and its verification was carried using data obtained 
from experimental stations and hydrometeorological observational network for irrigated 
lands of cotton zone of Syr-Darya river basin, differing by environmental, climatic and soil 
meliorative conditions. Fergana Valley is considered as the basic water-economic system 
in the research of changes of parameters of water and salt regime. It is area of formation 
and use of river runoff and determines the condition of water resources of Syr-Darya River 
in its middle and low parts.

As a result of the carried out researches  we obtained estimations of probable changes of 
parameters of water and salt regime (such as ground water level and their mineralization, 
moisture and salt content in unsaturated zone, runoff and mineralization of water sources) 
for various parameters of hydromeliorative systems [6, 12]. In particular, the analysis of 
revealed quantitative interrelations showed that the increase of efficiency of drainage and 
sewerage systems (increase of their extent, depth of drainage and etc.) causes the decrease 
of ground water level and the increase of drainage runoff and consequently river runoff. 
Moisture content in unsaturated zone decreases slightly, concentration of threshold solution 
grows. Changes of total salt content of the soil are insignificant. Apparently, the tendency 
of stabilization of salt regime in time occurs on the territory of Fergana Valley if existing 
environmental and economic conditions will be kept. Increase of efficiency of irrigating 
systems causes downturn of ground water level and the decrease of soil moisture content in 
unsaturated  zone.  Reduction  of  inflow  of  drainage  and  sewerage  waters  with  high 
mineralization into the main channel of the river and use of fresh water for irrigation result 
in significant improvement of river water quality in Syr-Darya coming out from Fergana 
Valley. The increase of irrigation norms in 1,5 times results in substantial rise of ground 
water  level,  growth  of  drainage  and  river  runoff.  The  mineralization  of  river  water 
decreases. However sharp increase of mineralization in the river occurs with the further 
increase of irrigating norms. Probably, it is resulted from the fact that increased inflow of 
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concentrated drainage waters starts to borrow a significant part in surface runoff, and their 
mineralization starts to decrease more slightly.

Researches  of  the  effect  of  water  regime  and  spatial  and  temporal  variability  of 
hydrometeorological and soil-meliorative conditions on the formation of the yield of cotton 
showed,  that  the  decrease  of  the  yield  occurs  faster,  than  the  reduction  of  water 
consumption on transpiration, and, hence, and on evapotranspiration [1]. Minimal water 
consumption on a unit of production corresponds to the optimal irrigating norm focused on 
obtaining of maximal yield. The analysis of influence of weather conditions of vegetation 
period, the level of agricultural techniques and salt content in the soil on the productivity 
showed,  that  the sharpest  decrease of  the  yield crop is  observed on  chloride-sulphatic 
salted semi-hydromorphed soils of Golodnaya Steppe. The yield is reduced almost twice 
faster then water consumption on evapotranspiration even with rather small decrease of the 
level of preirrigation humidity (on 5%). On not salted heavy loamy soils with automorphed 
and semi-automorphed type of soil humidifying (Chirchik-Akhangaran-Keless irrigational 
basin and Fergana Valley) the decrease of preirrigation humidity on 10 % in comparison 
with  optimum causes  reduction of  the  yield  on  the average on 20% while  total  water 
consumption of cotton decreases only by 10% and 13% correspondingly.  Downturn of 
preirrigation humidity by 15% causes reduction of the yield more, than on third (33-35 %), 
thus total water consumption decreases by 14-20 %. Thus, the research of the effect of e 
water factor on the productivity of irrigated lands shows inexpediency of reduction of the 
main component of specific water consumption, i.e. of evapotranspiration of agricultural 
crops.  The  economy of  water  resources  should be carried  out  due  to  the  reduction of 
unproductive losses of irrigating water such as losses on filtration from irrigating network, 
vertical dumps, etc.

Results of computer experiments are justified by real changes of parameters of water and 
salt balance and productivity of irrigated lands under different anthropogenous loadings. In 
this connection the developed technique can be applicable for the estimation of conditions 
of water and land resources of the Aral region in up-to-date conditions and can form a base 
for the management of water economical system.

THE CONCLUSION
In conclusion is necessary to note, that up-to-date hydroecological condition of the Aral 
Sea basin is still remained critical. Complex measures are necessary for its management. 
They should be directed on the increase of efficiency of irrigating and drainage-sewerage 
systems,  ordering  of  irrigation  and  washing  norms,  the  control  over  application  of 
fertilizers and pesticides, development of clearing constructions, etc. Scientifically worked 
specifications obtained as a result of estimation of probable consequences under the effect 
of  anthropogenous  activities  should  serve  as  the  base  of  such  actions.  Unfortunately, 
disintegration of the USSR caused finishing of work of many scientists in Central Asia, 
and the hydrological and hydrochemical data became remote.

Proposed approaches do not lose their urgency up to now and can form a basis of planning 
of water-economic actions in the region, being rather simple and reflecting real conditions 
of formation of water and salt regime and productivity of irrigated lands, using mainly 
standard  observational  data.  Developed  model  allows  to  evaluate  probable  changes  of 
water and salt regime and productivity of irrigated lands in various conditions of managing 
and to estimate reaction of the system to external influences.
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The given analysis is prepared within the limits of the project «Jauhun».

In  water-economic  sector of  the  Central-Asian  region  there  was  a  certain  scheme  of 
organizational  structure  of  interaction  between  water-economic  bodies  of  the  states  in 
questions of water resources management of the Aral basin.

The structure of interstate cooperation on water resources management of Amudarya basin 
on the regional level

Into  direct  regional  cooperation  by  water  resources  management  of  basins  there  are 
involved:

1. From IFAS:-ICWC, BWO "Amu Darya" and BWO "Syr-Darya", SRC ICWC, CMC 
ICWC

2. UDC "Energy"
3. From the states of region - hydrometeoservices.

The water-economic complex (WEC) of the basin appreciably determines the conditions of 
economic development of this region.

WEC  represents  the  set  of  natural  and  economic  objects  providing  formation, 
transportation, redistribution and consumption of water resources.

Complexity of WEC management is caused by that management of an object is located in 
large territories of four sovereign states of the Central Asia, objects of management being 
located on big distance from each other. WEC features as an object of management can be 
formulated as follows:

• Great volumes of different information describing WEC condition ,
• A great number and spatial dispersion of controls and sources of information.
• Probabilistic character of hydrological information,
• Discrepancy of requirements of WEC participants in control regimes.
• Absence of common economic criteria of water resources utilization.

The organizational structure and interaction between interstate controls of water resources 
of the Aral sea basin and river basins among themselves and the state bodies coordinates 
with acting structure of MFSA directly through ICWC with its  agencies (BWO, SRC) 
which are the basic parts in the questions of interstate cooperation. 

Legal  basis  for  a  joint  management  of  water  resources  and  their  distribution  between 
water-consumers in the basin of the  Aral sea basin is the Agreement signed by each of the 
five countries in February, 1992 «About cooperation in the sphere of a joint management 
of utilization and protection of water resources of the international sources», and also other 
documents and acts accepted by the central-Asian states concerning basins of  some rivers 
based  on  earlier  coordinated  schemes  of  apportioning  of  water   and  above-stated 
Agreement 1992.
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It is necessary to note, that in the Amu Darya river basin the interstate limited apportioning 
of  water  is  carried  out  -  this  is  the  basic  position  proceeding  of  which  interstate 
apportioning of water in Amu Darya basin is constructed. This is one of the basic features, 
showing for today the base of interstate cooperation.

According to the common arrangement of the states of the Central  Asia,  trunks of the 
following rivers are involved into the sphere of interstate management and distribution of 
water resources: the Pjandzh river, the Vakhsh river, the Kafirnigan river and the Amu 
Darya river - this feature is accepted as the basis for the coordinated interstate management 
of transboundary water resources at the regional level.

It is necessary to pay attention to the problem of the river water quality; especially sharply 
it is felt in low water years when sharp deterioration of river water is observed, especially 
in the lower reaches of the river. And even in the years with normal water volume this 
problem always takes place in the region under various water-economy circumstances. The 
basic way out of this situation is the necessity to terminate the dump of drainage waters 
into the channel of the Amu Darya river from its right and left coasts by water-consumers 
of Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.

The main  water-economic  problems of  Amu Darya  are  concentrated  in  lower  reaches 
suffering from sharp shortage of water in normal or droughty years, and from insufficiency 
of runoff to maintain swamp ecosystems and natural native zones and to restore the part of 
the Aral  Sea.  Despite of undertaken efforts  on distribution of water resources between 
consumers, even within the limits of one country it is impossible to avoid disproportions of 
water consumption, especially between the middle and the lower water courses. It demands 
development of effective mechanisms and rules of management considering losses of the 
runoff  and aimed on maintenance of  steady distribution of  water,  including ecological 
releases between control sections, irrigational systems, especially in low water years.

There is one more problem in Amu Darya basin - the problem of the use of Tujamujun 
reservoir potential.

Also it is necessary to pay attention to the problem connected with inexplicable losses of 
the runoff in the middle and low stream of Amu Darya which is sometimes very strong 
during different season, causing a wave of mistrust, creating the intense situation around 
this problem. This problem in our opinion is necessary to be solved in a complex way and 
by common efforts. First, it is necessary to improve the work of Hydromets of the states of 
the basin, to restore the lost characteristic hydroposts (for example - hydropost Ilchyk) and 
to equip the existing hydroposts. Secondly, it is necessary to carry out deep joint scientific 
researches.  In the third, it  is necessary to equip all  the river water-intake stations with 
system SCADA including: those temporarily belonging to BWO (35 of such water intake 
stations) and the river water-intake stations which have remained at the disposal of the 
states of the basin, such as: a water intake station in Garagumdarya, pump station KMC, 
Tujamujun hydrounit  with  head  constructions  and  also  to  equip  all  large  units  of 
constructions on interstate channels UPRADIKA with system SCADA. Rough expenses 
will make 5-6 million dollars. It is possible to carry out this work stage by stage.

With a view of operative management and anticipation of negative situations, especially in 
low water  and  high  water  years  (years  with  high  floods),  it  is  necessary  to  organize 
constant  meteoric  communication  including  all  the  hydroposts  on  the  rivers  Pjandzh, 
Vakhsh, Kafirnigan and Amu Darya, with an institution of all the information in BWO 
"Amu Darya". Such communication successfully functions in the Syr-Darya river basin.
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It is necessary to pay attention that last years on the Amu Darya river basin there are no 
high-grade forecasts of water volume. This problem is necessary for solving in the near 
future.

Large-scale  development  of  irrigation  and  other  kinds  of  water  use  has  changed  a 
hydrological cycle in the region and has created serious environmental problems. The most 
drama result was the reduction of the Aral sea volume and  destruction of its ecosystems 
having such consequences as loss of fish capacity in the sea because of the increase of 
mineralization and toxic pollution of water; desertification of deltas and the former bottom 
of the sea; negative influence of water quality and salt-and-dust transfer on health of the 
population;  local changes of the climate, reduction of bioefficiency and a biodiversity of 
landscapes and water bodies of various type, etc.  

Prolonged low water period recorded in the region in 2000 2001, has aggravated the hard 
situation in which the population of a lower reaches of the Amu Darya river appeared and 
сaused serious damage to agriculture production in the lower reaches of the river. From 
such an unusual low water period three basic water-consumers of in the lower reaches of 
the Amu Darya river suffered: Khorezmskiy veloyat, Dashoguzskiy veloyat and Republic 
Karakalpakistan.  Thus  it  is  necessary  to  note,  that  northern  part  of  Republic 
Karakalpakistan appeared the most  catastrophic position.  In  this  zone,  except  for  great 
losses in an agriculture, the enormous ecological damage of territory of  the Amu Darya 
river delta has been caused. Practically, during the years of low water period the most part 
of water reservoirs and the numerous natural lakes located in Priaralye dried up. As a result 
because of deficiency of water resources the significant part of fish was lost, the fauna and 
the  flora  appeared  on  the  verge  of  disappearance,  and  desertification  processes  began 
growing intensively. Priaraliet actually appeared on the verge of a catastrophe. Since May, 
2002 high water came to the Amu Darya delta which allowed restoring the lost ecological 
condition of the Priaralie territory significantly. Today owing to the effective utilization of 
available  water  resources  it  became  possible  to  fill  practically  all  the  existing  water 
reservoirs and natural lakes and supply with water a significant part of the Amu Darya 
delta territory. As a result of this, growth of fish stocks, muskrats, nutrias, birds are noted. 
The fauna of the delta began to be restored.

To solve the problem of Priaralie, the certain preconditions have been created. In spite of 
some clauses, all the states of the region agree to consider Priaralie as the independent 
water-user,  whose  requirement  for  water  will  be  considered  alongside  with  the 
requirements of all the states. These requirements of water should be established on the 
basis of the approved strategy of improvement of an ecological situation in Priaralie taking 
into account annual variability of river runoff. At the same time, all the states recognize the 
importance  of  the  coordination  of  requirements  concerning  both  qualitiy  of  water  and 
safety of a biodiversity and bioefficiency of the delta. 

In the near future the needs of Priaralie are estimated as 8 km3/year for basin of Amu 
Darya. In further future (to 2025) this inflow should grow accordingly at least up to 11km3 

/year. Nevertheless, it is necessary to solve two urgent questions right now:

•  In  the agreements on the use of  the Amu Darya rivers it  is  necessary to stipulate 
minimal share and the regime of  water releases in deltas for years with different water 
volume  to  guarantee  the  certain  quantity  of  water  necessary  for  preservation  of  a 
population of fishes and other kinds of water flora and fauna in extremely scarce years; 

• It is necessary to create the special organizations in Uzbekistan on the management of 
the river delta which will operate distribution of water in delta, and to supervise its use 
- this question now is being solved.
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So, large different works are being carried out during last years in the Amu Darya  river 
delta  on its  restoration.  The  largest  delta  complex  of  interstate  character,  having  great 
ecological and social value for all the basin of the Aral sea is differently created in the 
region. The efficiency of this complex depends on the correct choice of the control system, 
creation of the conditions for its successful functioning. With a view of increasing the 
status of delta management, it should be the ICWC organization. 

Within  the  limits  of  regional  interaction  on  interstate  and  interbranch  use  of  water 
resources of the transboundary rivers of the Aral sea basin, now there is rather a difficult 
situation which urgently demands acceptance of certain decisions on strengthening of joint 
cooperation, first of all by additional organizational and legal measures. And the question 
of strengthening of a role and value of BWO in Amu Darya basin is one of the major 
problems, demanding joint and coordinated actions from all the participants of WEC.  
IN THE CONCLUSION:

• Acceptance of  the Agreement  on management  of  transboundary waters  will  be  the 
greater contribution to strengthening of the international cooperation in the basin.

• We think that in future the deep analysis of objective water-economic, hydrological, 
climatic and other characteristics of Amu Darya river basin with application of new 
approaches to their studying will be carried out.

• Recommendations  on  the  determination  of  losses  in  the  river  bed  in  the  existing 
conditions of the runoff regulation will be prepared.

• The account of water on spring river hydroposts will be improved and the full river 
water balance, including creation of a technique of determination of losses in river beds 
will be made.

• The existing  system of  transboundary  water  resources  management  will  be  deeply 
investigated and recommendations on its perfection will be developed.

• Models of management of water resources and water reservoirs on the regional level, in 
view  of  possible  change  of  their  regulating  capacities  in  the  future  (silting)  are 
developed and introduced.

• The question on management of river water quality and sedimentation regime will be 
studied and solved.

• Conditions on the introduction of an information exchange between the participants of 
a water-economic complex will be created.

• By means of investors to restore the activity of Urgentch branch of training center of 
SRC ICWC.

• The material base and rights BWO should be strengthened;
• Introduction on water-intaking constructions of BWO of SCADA systems will increase 

the account and the control of the distribution of water resources.
• On the basis of the created modeling instruments Rules of management of the  Amu 

Daria  river will be developed ;
• Restoration of the lost meteorological, hydrological stations, hydroposts on the rivers 

and water reservoirs in the basin will increase reliability of the account of water in the 
basin (quantity, quality);

• It is necessary to join efforts of national hydrometservices of the states of the Amu 
Darya basin region: Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, directed on a free exchange 
of the information, increase of its quality and reliability.
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ECOLOGICALLY PERMISSIBLE RIVER RUNOFF WITHDRAWAL

Z.K. Iofyn
Vologda State Technical University, 15, Lenina str., Vologda, 160035, 
kiopr9@mh.vstu.edu.ru

Importance of defining necessary water discharge after the runoff withdrawal performed by 
water consumers does not  require  special  substantiation.  Natural  runoff of streams and 
ponds has a great influence on biota structure and ecosystem bioproductivity. Therefore 
optimal water discharge in rivers after runoff withdrawal is ecologically important. Many 
papers are dedicated to the problems concerning water discharge in rivers after  runoff 
withdrawal. Dubinina V.G. provides sufficiently complete publications review in her paper 
[1 ].  Schematically,  all the content on this matter may be sorted into two categories – 
residual water discharge in river is determined as a certain part of river runoff (annual or 
minimal) and variable water discharge that remains after runoff withdrawal. Authors of the 
first  category  use  criteria  for  different  reference  points  ranging  from residual  minimal 
monthly mean runoff  to 15-20% of annual flow [1 ]. Authors of the second category do 
not refer to any specific point of hydrograph; they define residual water discharge as a 
certain ecological magnitude specifying conditions of ichtyofauna’s normal vital activity 
without any suppression.

According to Rules of surface water protection from pollution residual water discharge in 
river after water intake or backwater constructions is taken as 75% of minimal monthly 
mean water discharge of  probability  95%. But  we have not  found any methodological 
substantiation for this value of residual water discharge in the publication as well as in the 
given normative document. However elementary logic suggests that if natural river regime 
is affected by constructing of water intake facilities or storage ponds creating then river’s 
water discharges decrease from normal values to 0.75 of minimal monthly mean discharge 
of probability 95% is certain anyway. In other words, water withdrawal in this case is 
interpreted as a difference between natural runoff and 0.75 %95minQ . The main point is that 
natural water regime ichtyofauna adapted to is being broken, water organisms being found 
in new living conditions. With all this, river's biota (besides having certain discomfort in 
low-water season) now is being put to the verge of extinction.

At  once,  water  consumer  with  all  the  waterworks  in  any  case  is  granted  with  water 
withdrawal  capabilities  even to the detriment of river biological  life.  This seems to be 
absolutely  inadmissible  and  rather  strange,  after  all  it  means  simply  purposeful 
extermination of biota after constructing water intakes. 

It appears to be necessary to conceptually designate the limits of research in this field. As 
we see it, it is essential to take the natural water discharge of low water period as a minimal 
residual water discharge in river. It is the same discharge living organisms adapted to and it 
is provided by basin’s natural  regulation that forms natural  low water.  Based on these 
theses, by basic ecological runoff in fact should be implied the runoff equal to difference of 
average annual flow values and flood flow values. In this case providing water consumers 
with water is possible by means of making storage ponds, which will be the sources of 
runoff  for  water  intake  at  the  same  time  it  will  allow  to  keep  up  natural  low-water 
discharges. Then we will face the problem of storage ponds mass making. By the way, 
there is a great deal of countries having a large amount of streams with 100% regulation. 
And this is not an accident. Water conservation and reasonable use of water resources 
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without  any  ecological  damage  to  water  bodies  is  put  into  practice  where  population 
already feels a need for sweet water. The work [ ]  shows that minimal monthly mean 
discharge itself does not appears to be a stable runoff characteristic. It ranges from 10 days 
up to 120 days, so defining various possible amount of water intake.

Thereupon,  it  is  necessary  to  use  more  impartial  and  informative  runoff  estimation 
criterion. In this case daily water discharges duration curve can be used as the instrument. 
Definition of natural regulation coefficient has been introduced by D.L Sokolovsky as a 
square under duration curve, limited by rate of discharge equal to one. In the judgment of 
D.L.  Sokolovsky,  natural  basin  regulation  and  its  storage  capacity  is  caused  by  the 
presence of marshes, lakes, soil’s water retention, etc. In other words, natural regulation 
coefficient shows some ecologically significant reference point in the curve. It appears to 
be rather curious to find some point of duration curve to correspond with basin’s natural 
regulation,  i.e.  potential  runoff capacity  of  river in  the period of  basin’s water reserve 
drawdown.  Given this  position,  natural  conditions of river’s  biological  life  will  not  be 
affected. There are 3 or 4 points of inflection in duration curve depending on water regime 
changing. Associating water regime with required point in duration curve defines deciding 
on which flex point to pick. According to the data taken for this research it is possible to 
assert  that  the  first  point  of  inflection  corresponds  to  the  rate  of  discharge  for  year’s 
minimal average monthly discharge provided that daily water discharges is arranged in 
ascending  order.  The  second  flex  point  takes  place  near  the  half-sum of  the  rates  of 
discharge  for  year’s  minimal  average  monthly discharges  over  the summer and winter 
periods.  In the second case the matter  concerns difference of annual flood flow unless 
regarding pluvial flood flow. Pluvial runoff ranges from 3 to 12% of the annual flow and 
has not been taken into consideration in this research. 

We inclined to believe that square under the curve of water discharges duration in the 
second point of inflection serves as an index of river basin’s regulation and this square 
under duration curve must be called natural regulation coefficient ϕ. The square under the 
curve  of  daily  water  discharges  duration  limited  from  above  by  the  water  discharge 
corresponding to the second flex point is named basic ecological runoff. 

According to the purpose of this research we has made an attempt to determine objective 
amount of river runoff withdrawal using natural regulation of river basin. Thereto we have 
taken  coordinates  of  generalized  curve  of  daily  water  discharges  duration  from 
monographs for 62 rivers of Russia’s Northwest. Basic ecological runoff design has been 
made in annual  flow quanta.  Obtained data demonstrate  rivers’  basic ecological runoff 
(BER) ranging from 0.08 to 0.49 of annual flow. Dependence BER upon collecting area is 
shown in the fig. 1. Minimum BER values correspond to the little drainage areas. Area 
increasing leads to BER raising, spread of points on the graph arguably concerning with 
influence of marshes, lakes, basin’s different soils on ϕ coefficient. 

As is  well  known, increase of collecting area means increment of  rivers’  subterranean 
supply mirroring in natural regulation coefficient and BER. On average, approximately 0.5 
of river basin’s natural regulation value correlates to BER value for large basins. 
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Fig.1. Dependence of basic runoff quantum on collecting area.

As noted above, natural runoff regulation is defined by the presence of lakes, marshes, 
hydrogeological  conditions  and  largeness  of  river  basins.  Since  everything  aforesaid 
presents natural potential resource of river basin defining stream’s ecology, then it seems 
impossible to withdraw river runoff below basic ecological runoff (BER) value. This water 
discharge should become residual after runoff withdrawal. 
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CHANNEL PROCESSES ON THE AMUDARYA RIVER IN CONDITIONS OF 
WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

H.A.Ismagilov, E.К. Kan
The Central Asian scientific Research Institute of Irrigation. (SANIIRI), Uzbekistan,  
700187, Tashkent, Кara-Su 4, b.11

Water consumption in the Amu Darya river basin increases because of extension of the 
irrigated area and growth of the population. At present more than 60 large, medium and 
small canals take away water for an irrigation from the middle and lower reaches of the 
Amu Darya river : Karakum canal (the discharge is more than 600 m3/sec) ; Karshy canal ( 
250 m3 /sec), Amu-Byhara canal (400 m3/sec), Tashsaka canal ( 500 m3 /sec) ; Pahta - 
Arna ( 200 m3 /sec); Klychniaz-bay canal ( 200 m3 /sec); Kizketken (500 m3/sec); Suenli 
(300 m3/sec) and others. The Nurek long-term storage operates on the main head-water 
tributary of the Amu-Darya river, Tuamuyn (at a distance of 450 km from river estuary) 
and Takhia-tash (at a distance of 215 km from river estuary) hydrounits and Mejdureche 
(70 km) dam was built in a lower reaches. The river bed below Tyamyyn storage (at length 
of 185 kms) is regulated by bilateral longitudinal and cross-section traverse dams. These 
and other actions caused considerable changes in of channel processes dynamic both in 
summer and winter periods. As a consequence, the channel situation became worse. The 
threat of wash-out and flooding of the coastal grounds, settlements are observed.

 In order  to estimate situation of  the Amu-Darya river  channel  under the influence of 
water-offtake and constructions the longitudinal river bed profile from Кelif to the the Aral 
sea and ratio B/H were analysed. B/H is a ratio of surface water width of a channel to 
average depth of the stream. This value describes variability of a cross-section structure of 
channel. The longitudinal river bed profile from Кelif to the Aral sea for a length of 1200 
kms is shown on fig. 1.

Fig. 1 - The longitudinal river bed profile from Кelif to the Aral sea
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The continuous line designates a profile of channel at natural condition, a dotted line - after 
partial regulation of a channel. At a natural condition, water surface slope on the prevailing 
length from Kelif to Тyamyyn is equal 0,0002-0,00025 (I = 0,0002 - 0,00025). Loading of 
a stream, i.e. transport of deposits on this site is approximately identical. The water surface 
slope below  Тyamyyn decreases, and size sandy deposits is sharply reduced. The water 
surface slope of the river at Сhatly is equal 0,0001 (I =0,00011), loading of the stream by 
deposits accordingly decreases. The abundance of the sandy deposits which are taken out 
in the river from catchment basin, led to their transformation at all water discharges. On a 
site  from the  beginning  up  to  Тyamyyn,  the  longitudinal  river  bed  profile  of  channel 
remains  constant.  The  partial  rise  of  a  bottom mark  is  observed  on  a  site  Turtkul -- 
Jumurtay.  Below  Jumurtay up  to  Kiziljar the  longitudinal  river  bed  profile  remains 
constant. Channel erosion of deposits below Kiziljar occured because of the falling of a 
level to the Aral sea. In view of the aforesaid the water surface slope increased. As a result 
of  partial  regulation  of  the  Amu-Darya  river  by  Тuamyun storage,  construction  of  a 
hydrounit, damming the channel by cross-section dams, formation of a water reservoir in 
area of Parlatau and intensive water-offtake , the longitudinal river bed profile of the Amu-
Darya river changed,  the channel began to be reformed. In areas of  free water  intake, 
because of disturbance of balance of deposits, the bottom of the Amu-Darya river rose, 
conditions worsened. At upper reach of hydrounits the intensive deposit of sediments led to 
rise of bottom mark. At downstream, as a result of erosion, there was a decrease in bottom 
mark  of  channel.  Process  of  re-forming  of  a  channel  is  still  continuing.  The  detailed 
description of process of sedimentation in upper reach and general erosion below Takhia-
tash hydrounit is given below. The value В/Н (ratio of water surface width of channel to 
average depth of a stream) is accepted as the basic parameter describing change of a cross-
section structure of the channel form. A river channel is a product of interaction of a river 
stream and its lower layer. During this interaction the forms of a channel adequate to laws 
of this process are created. The data of gauging stations ( g.s) Kerki, Tuamyun,Turtkul, 
Chatly and Kizildjar on the Amu Darya river were used for comparison and analysis of 
channel form change under influence of the discharge of water and a ground composing 
bed and coast  of  channel.  These demarcated section line (gauging stations) are on the 
different  sites  and  have  various  ground  composing a  bed  and  coast  of  channel.  On 
hydropost Tyamyyn both coast are rocky, and the channel has a rectangular form. On g.s. 
Kerki the right coast is stony, left coast is composed of channel deposits and the channel 
has a poorly - spread-eagle form. On g.s. Tyrtkyl both coasts are composed of sand-oozy 
deposits, and the channel has a widely spread-eagle form. During the low flow period, free 
flow on all Amu Darya river's g.s.’s takes place irrespective of a geological structure of 
coast and degree of river regulation . The factor K changes from 0,46 to 4 and more. The 
greatest value is marked for g.s. Turtkul, the least - Tuamuyn. The greatest constraint is 
observed on gauging stations, where both coast is rocky. On the gauging stations where 
coast are composed of rocky ground, during high water the depth grows to a greater extent, 
than the width and K <1. The more strong rock, the more degree of constraint and less 
value K. On the gauging stations where coasts are composed of erodible ground, during 
high water the change of width in comparison with the change depth is more and value К> 
1. The poorler is ground composing coast of a channel, the more is K. The value K changes 
in the range 1 – 2.0 (in condition of partial river regulation), and from 0.45 to 4.3 (natural 
condition). The analysis showed, that plane deformation takes place at a natural condition , 
after partial regulation a deep deformation occurs. The deep deformation led to degradation 
on one sites and to raising of a bottom mark - others. The form of channel on sites with a 
raising in bed's mark becomes more spread-eagle, on sites of the common erosion on the 
contrary, becomes narrower and rectangular.
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Table 1. The description of the coast and a bed of the Amu-Darya river, and values В/Н for gauging stations of 
the Amu Darya river (for a natural condition) and K values.

gauging 
stations 

distance 
from mouth,
km 

characteristics В/Н
 Coast  bed low water  high 

water

К

Kerki 1060 right side –stony
 left  side--  alluvial 
deposit

sand-
oozy 600 430

0,72

Tuamuyn 440 Rocky stone 430 200 0,46

Turtkul 360
right side –clayey
 left  side—sandy and 
loam

sand-
oozy 360 1600 4,3

Chatly 215 sand-oozy sand-
oozy

300 400 1,3

Kiziljar 90 sand-oozy sand-
oozy

100 100 1,0

THE SILTATION OF THE TAHIA-TASH HYDROUNIT UPPER REACH

Figure 2. Change of average bottom markon site from gauging station Kipchak to the Takhia-tash dam on 
the Amu Darya river

Study  of  siltation  (sedimentation)  dynamics  and  changes  in  average  bottom  mark  of 
channel of the Amu Darya river at the upstream of the Takhia-tash hydrounit was carried 
out  on  basis  of  results  of  field  observations  and  hydrometric  data  of  gauging  station 
Nietbaytas.  The  field  observations  were  carried  out  in  1973-1982,  1983-1999  by  the 
Channel  Department  and  Karakalpak  branch  of  the  Central  Asian  scientific  research 
institute of Irrigation  (SANIIRI). The analysis of the data showed: in an initial stage of 
operation of the Tahia-tash hydrounit the volume of sedimentation at upstream amounted 
to 16236000 m3 (that was made 40.5 % of useful capacity of water storage) during low 
water years (1974-1977), after abounding in water in 1978 ( high water was passed through 
a dam under condition of minimal backwater) the volume of sedimentation amounted to 
9913000 m3.The hydrologic years 1980-1982 were the shallow years, and the volume of 
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sedimentation at upstream amounted to 17820000 m3. Because of the sedimentation of the 
upstream of the Takhia-tash hydrounit the marks of average bottom of river channel raised. 
The longitudinal river bed profile from gauging station Kipchak to the Takhia-tash dam is 
presented in Fig. 2.Fig. 2 shows that the longitudinal river bed profile has step character. 
The section of the river between Kipchak - Jymabaysaka is the most typical. The intensive 
sedimentation of channel observed there, was caused by its expansion. On a site between 
Jymabaysaka - Miskinata the intensity of sedimentation reduces. Below the gauging station 
Miskinata, the gradual rise of channel bottom is observed.

THE CHANNEL PROCESS IN DOWNSTREAM OF THE TAKHIATASH HYDROUNIT 

Investigations of channel deformations in downstream of the Takhiatash hydrounit were 
carried out on the basis of the all-round complex analysis of both empirical data of field 
expeditions  of  the  Channel  Department and  Karakalpak  branch  of  the  SANIIRI, 
operational service of hydrounit, and hydrometric data on gauging station Samanbay (the 
hydrometric  data  include  continuous  observational  series  of  daily  levels,  discharges, 
velocity and turbidity,  and also measurements of depths).  The analysis  consisted of an 
estimation of process of channel transformation on the basis of comparison of materials of 
hydrometrical  surveys which were carried out during the various periods of operation of 
hydrounit on fixed gage lines, on change in average mark of a bottom, water level regime, 
change  in  width  of  channel  and  on  the  deformation  of  cross-section  of  a  channel  on 
gauging station Samanbay. 

The  analysis  allowed  to  make  the  following  conclusions  about  the  peculiarities  and 
character of the general degradation in the downstream of the Takhiatash dam.

1 On basis of the SANIIRI data : after putting the Takhiatash hydrounit into operation in 
1974 the existing channel situation cardinally changed. The hydrological and sediments 
regimes of the river has radically changed. Owing to reduction of speeds of stream there is 
a sedimentation of deposits. In the downstream the erosion becomes a prevailing kind of 
deformation  .  The  general  degradation  had  ambiguous  character.  In  initial  years  of 
operation of Takhiatash hydrounit the general erosion was distinguished by sufficiently 
proceeding processes. The falling of a bottom amounted to 1.10 m in these years . The 
further years of operation of the hydrounit (1982-1998) the stability of proceeding channel 
processes in the downstream was observed. The bottom mark changes within the limits of 
0.5 m depending on water availability in given year.

2  On  basis  of  hydrometeorological  service  data: the  complex  analysis  of 
hydrometeorological  data on into gauging station Samanbay, including an estimation of 
channel process character on basis investigations of the change in average a bottom mark, 
level mode and width of a channel and turbidity regime, allowed to come to the following 
conclusions: all the period of the operation of the Takhiatash hydrounit (from the moment 
of commissions in 1974 and to present time) can be divided into 2 periods :

А) The period of the intensive degradation (1974-1982 ). For this period the downturn of 
average  bottom mark  (1-1.25м),  the  falling  of  water  levels  (0.5-0.8  м),  the  intensive 
erosion (proceeding in the beginning as deep erosion, and later on as plane erosion) are 
typical. The plane erosion is the basic kind of deformation for gauging stations Samanbay. 
The average width of channel at the discharge of 400 m3 /s increased from 180м (1974) up 
to 400-500м (1979), i.e. almost by 2-2,5 times. The mode of deposits is characterized by 
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reduction of average values of turbidity by 3 times in comparison with ones at  natural 
condition. 

Б) The  period  of  stabilization  of  channel  process (1982  -  present  time)  which  is 
characterized  by  the  following  positions:  despite  of  considerable  reduction  in  average 
values  of  turbidity during  this  period  in  comparison  with  turbidity  in  natural  period, 
changes in values of bottom mark get more stable character, the range of variation of ones 
becomes  less  and  depends  on  hydrological  regime  of  the  river  (water  content  of 
hydrological year); comparison of curves of relationship of water discharges from a level 
during this period shows, that variation of a level also depend on water regime; the analysis 
of dependences B (Q) allows to come a to conclusion that plane erosion has more stable 
character and also depends on water avaibility in hydrological year. The maximum width 
of channel in high in water years is equal 500-600м. All the aforesaid allows to draw a 
conclusion that  the channel of the river began steadier to influence of a stream. Thus, 
parameters of a channel during the second period depend, to a greater extent, the greater 
measure  on  a  water  mode  of  the  river  whereas,  during  the  first  period  besides  a 
hydrological mode, the factor of river regulation is of a great importance 
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DARYA RIVER 3
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Pryanishnikov st., 19 
** Water Problem Institute of RAS, 119991 Moscow, Gubkin st., 3

The Amu Darya River is the largest natural water-channel of the Aral Sea basin. It flows 
out from the place of confluence of Vakhsh and Pyandzh Rivers. Its drainage area makes 
up  309000 km3.  According  to  the  conditions  of  alimentation  and flow character  Amu 
Darya River can be divided into three parts - upper, middle and lower. Upper part stretches 
from the confluence of rivers of Vakhsh and Pyandzh Rivers (forming Amu Darya) to 
Kerki City. Middle part is situated between Kerki and Tyuyamuyun gorge and lower part 
covers outfall area. River runoff of Amu Darya constantly increases along its upper part. 
All Amu Darya runoff is formed in its upper part (mountain and foothill) up to Kerki City 
(F = 30900 km2, Qcр = 2190 m3/sec). In its middle and lower parts river runoff decreases, 
which is caused both by formation of natural losses, and water consumption for economic 
needs.

Authors investigated middle part of Amu Darya River from Kerki City to Ilchik gauge with 
the extent of 295 km. This site is situated in the zone of intensive water-economic activities 
and also is without tributaries. Large main channels (Kara-Kumskiy, Karshinskiy, 
Amubukharskiy) are located there, taking away water into small closed river systems. 
Besides there occurs natural dispersion of runoff due to evaporation in the zone of river 
movement and filtration of waters from river channel into sandy sediments. River flow 
undergoes essential transformation during its movement along the channel. Thus, 
variability of runoff characteristics is under the influence on both water-economic actions 
and complex configuration of the channel, its instability on the area and depth, inundations 
on flood lands. 

Not considered losses of runoff along the river channel in the years of raised water inflow 
can reach 5-6 km3 for the vegetative period [6,7].

Estimation and taking into account of water losses along the river channel is weak place in 
the development of simulation model of functioning of water economical system of Amu 
Darya River basin.

For the construction of dependence of river runoff losses and their account in simulation 
modeling the authors present the following method. This method takes into account the 
main features of the process, is adaptable for computing and data variations and easily 
usable in simulation models of functioning of water economical systems. It is the method 
of one-dimensional cubic splines [1,2] combined with the method of residual deviations 
[5]. River basin in this case is considered as some dynamic system where only input and 
output parameters are known. The block scheme of this method is presented on fig. 1. 

Researches were performed using standard monthly hydrological observational data for the 
period  1969-87.  Water  losses  were  estimated  as  residual  member  of  water  balance 

3 Work was performed under the support of Russian Foundation for Basic Research, the project 04-05-
064048 
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equation,  i.e.  they  include  water  losses  on  evaporation,  channel  and  flood  land  water 
exchanges.

Monthly and longer intervals of time are usually used in the solution of problem of the 
definition of strategy of protection and rational use of natural waters, therefore in the 
present work we also use month as time step. 

Formalization of the object of modeling

Statistical analysis and ranking of determining variables (xi) according to closeness of 
statistical dependence

Construction of dependences of predictant (y) and obtained step-by-step deviations ∆yk 

from everyone significant predictor (xi), in the form or of cubic spline [f(x)= ai+bi(x-xi)  
+ci(x-xi)2 + di(x-xi)3] or of straight line [f(x)= a+bx].

Transformation of variables tj = fj(xj), construction of the final equation of multifactor 

linear regression using transformed variables ∑
=

+=
k

j
jjjk xftxxF

1
1 )]([),...,( ξα , estimation 

of errors of its parameters

Model verification on independent data
Fig.1. Block-scheme of the model construction.

Initially we chose predictors:  Х1 – river runoff in Kerki cross-section for current interval 
(t), m3/sec;  Х2 – water inlet from the river part for current interval (t), m3/sec;  Х3 - river 
runoff in Ilchik cross-section for current interval (t), m3/sec; Х4 - расход в створе Керки за 
предыдущий интервал  (t-1), м3/сек; Х5 -  river  runoff  in  Kerki  cross-section  for  the 
previous interval (t-1), m3/sec;  Х6 -  river runoff in Ilchik cross-section for the previous 
interval (t-1), m3/sec; estimated predictant: Y - water losses on the river part under study.

The analysis of matrix of pair correlation coefficients for predictors shows, that all of them 
have close enough dependence (rj = 0.43÷0.95). It  means that given data set obviously 
contains surplus information.

The dependence was constructed on the base of test data set, chosen from all available data 
with length of 162 members, and each fourth set of values Y and Xi, where i = 1.,...,5 was 
left for its verification (set of 53 members). Calculation was carried out step by step up to 
obtaining  the  most  significant  variable.  Ranking  of  predictors  by  closeness  of  the 
dependence with required value was performed both on linear (correlation coefficient), and 
nonlinear (method of normalized autocorrelation function) [5] criteria. 

It  turned  out,  that  on  the  first  step  the  most  significant  was  the  first  factor  X1.  The 
dependence between it  and  Y by means of cubic spline on the grid of 148 nodes was 
constructed (1). The number of nodes is less, than the length of initial data set,  which 
means concurrence of argument values, thus function value was assumed as the average 
from corresponding values.

f1(X1) = ai  + bi(X1-X1i) + ci(X1-X1i)2 + di (X1-X1i)3  

X1i ≤ X1 ≤ X1,i+1,  i= 1,2,...,148, (1)

Fig. 2 presents the dependence of losses, real and estimated values on the first step, on 
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river runoff in Kerki cross-section (X1). On the second step the most close was the 
dependence between the deviation ξ1= Y- f1(X1) and the variable Х3 (river runoff in Ilchik 
cross-section). Dependence between also was constructed in the form of cubic spline on 
the grid of 145 nodess (fig. 3). Fig. 2 and fig. 3 evidently show advantages of splines for 
the description of curves of complex form. On the following step the deviation ξ2=ξ1-  
f2(X3) and its dependencies on remained predictors were investigated. The most 
significant there was a value Х2 (water inlet from investigated river part).
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Fig 2. The dependence of losses on the part of Amu Darya River from Kerki to Ilchik on river runoff in Kerki 
cross-section.
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Fig 3. The dependence of deviation after the first calculation step on river runoff in Ilchik cross-section.

At the final step after  transformation of variables and construction of linear regression 
model (using the method of least squares) the general equation of required dependence will 
look like:

Y = -96.97 + (1.86 ±0.17)f1(x1) + (3.65 ±0.55)f2(x3) + (1.04 ±0.33)f3(x2), (2)

where f1(x1), f2(x3), f3(x2) - the cubic splines having values of their own coefficients for each 
variables and intervals.

Obtained model was verified on independent data set of 53 members. Accuracy of obtained 
results was well coordinated with accuracy of the initial data (25-35 %). Exception was 
made for one point founded in the interval close to boundary, where probably it is under 
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the effect of boundary conditions presetting. However due to local properties of spline the 
effect of boundary conditions is significant only near the ends of the segment and is almost 
insignificant in distance of even several steps of the grid. Thus, obtained result, as a whole, 
is quite satisfactory. Correlation coefficient between real and estimated values is 0.65. Fig. 
4 illustrates quite good closeness of real and estimated losses on investigated river part.
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Fig. 4. Real (1) and estimated (2) water losses on the part of Amu Darya River between Kerki and Ilchik 
cross-sections. 
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INTRODUCTION
Searching  for  the  ways  of  civilized  management  of  water  resources  and  constructing 
mutually beneficial water farm relations was actual all the time and remains the priority 
problem  of all the states and at present time. The ensemble international and interstate 
institutes  exist,  concerning with specified questions,  however,  in  each region there  are 
problems on the strength of ensemble difference different genesis, typical especially to this 
region.  However, study, use and development of the available experience of integrated 
management of water resource, account of the achievements and mistakes predecessor is 
the faithful step to rational water use. In this context appearance in list of participants of 
the  process  of  integrated  management  of  water  resource  in  interstate  river  baseness 
Commission  between Government  of  the  Republic  of  Kazakhstan  and Government  of 
Kyrgyz Republic on use water farm objects of the interstate use on river Shu and Talas is 
one more step to decision of water problems. The real achievement becomes within the 
framework of Commission and creation of mechanism to realization approach to rational 
decision of the water problems in Central Asia and ecological firm development in south-
east part of Aral-Caspian region. 

PRIORITY TASKS of the COMMISSION
The Regional interests in modern condition can be considered only as coordinated national 
interests of the concerned sides. Such co-ordination can be realized by market methods that 
were preferred; however there are no ready decisions or special interstate agreements and 
agreements as in this instance. Within the framework of such approach possible to obtain 
the reliable to develop the regional cooperation of joint and efficient use and guard of 
water resource.

By  force  of  circumstances,  in  title  name  of  the  Commission  was  marked  word-
combination, narrowing at first sight circle of all questions, solved by it. However, it is 
necessary to  bear  in  mind that  notion of  usage  of  water  farm objects  indivisible  from 
process  water  dividing,  including  interstate  dividing.  It  is  impossible  to  make  a  joint 
financing, repair and exploitation of the existing or the construction the new water farmо 
object  of  the  interstate  use  not  implying  that  object  this  is  intended  for  fission  and 
transportation water. So, their own priority tasks Commission sees in particular:
- dynamic approach to management of water resource, including protection of all sources 

and spare of fresh water;
- planning  firm  and  rational  use,  protection,  spare  and  rational  management  water 

resource on base of need and priority society within the framework of politicians of the 
national development both of the states;

- planning, execution and estimation of projects and programs, directed on fortification 
of water cooperation, discovering to their economical efficiency and social usefulness 
and need. 

- fortification  and  if  necessary  development  corresponding  legal,  organizing  and 
financial  mechanisms,  providing  terms  for  realization  water  policy,  guaranteeing 
ecological firm development. 
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PROBLEMS of WATERFARM OBJECTS CONTROL INTERSTAETE USES ON INTERSTATE 
RIVERS
The Main problems of the water sector in pool of the rivers of Aral-Caspian region is 
caused  particularity  post  soviet  transferring  period,  ubiquitous  introduction  market 
mechanism (the board per water and water use, privatization water objects and state water 
organizations and the lands of the water fund), which it is not enough efficient because of 
existing gap in legal regulation of these relations. The sharp reduction of the budgetary 
financing water farm sector under state property on water facility and the main funds of 
large water farm objects and systems water delivery become accompanying factor of the 
reduction  of  the  interest  to  account,  spare  and  renewal  water  resource  because  of 
established stereotype of the planned development of water farm sector. 

The Problems these solvable, because they are based on human factor, they carry more 
psychological order, than technical or economic difficulties. In correct understanding of 
water role in all its sense all participant relations, in accordance with water resource, water 
use  and  water  infrastructure  will  not  form  the  labors  a  permit  institutional,  legal, 
organizing, investment and problems of engineering of the rational use water resource. As 
example  shall  enumerate  the  following  problem-solving  particularities  of  the  region, 
typical many interstate pool, which consider solving, and subjecting to priority removal.

1. In composition water farm object of the interstate use and zone of their influence are 
found unique: large and complex engineering buildings. This – a dambs, water reservoirs, 
large bridges, dams, tunnels, pump stations, main channels, on hillside and soils, lakes, 
locked  drains,  main  and  group  pluming  and  others,  industrial  and  civil  constructions, 
agricultural lands. It is necessary to make full inventory and categorization on criticality 
and liability damage and destructions. It is required to determinate the degree wear-out of 
the main fund specified object and ranking them on priority and need of their repair and 
reconstructions. 

2.  Our states the  improvement of  interstate  water relations consider  to  be the task to 
paramount importance, at permit which on the first plan emerge legal and legal questions, 
not waiting to delay. Regrettably, there are all basis to establish that exactly this main and 
priority questions of the production of the co-ordination and legal registration, interstate of 
the  water  relations,  in  spite  of  undertaken  efforts,  remains  while  undecided. 
Incompleteness of the legal registration of intergovernmental Commissions and principle 
of the interstate water relations holds up propulsion and does not allow to provide the 
possibility mutually specified conclusions of the two-party agreements on concrete water 
object or constructions.
The Presidents of Central-Asian states even before 10 years ago took wholly logical and 
lawful  decision,  which  semantic  contents  is  reduced  to  the  following:  -  for  normal, 
common in the world, nationhood of the water relations between sovereign states necessary 
to produce such principle of the interstate water relations, on base of which can and must 
be concluded corresponding to agreements between managing subjects of the states.
Earlier  taken  Positions  exist  (the  Positions  of  1982-1983  for  considered  pools)  about 
fission water resource from the sources, directly from which got water adjacent republics 
[1, 2], which wholly correspond to the established tradition and in modern terms. However 
on the known reason have been destroyed the organized mechanism which realized such 
specifying document that has generated the row of the difficulties, concerned many spheres 
of  the  relations  between  sovereign  states  with  meaning  interests  of  managing  subject 
inwardly state. 
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In decision of this sort of the question it is enough of the willing of the leaders of adjacent 
states  and  the  personal  effort  of  the  ministries  and  departments  which  control  water 
resource interstate water farm and interstate or influencing upon water mode of the river 
part of the  other state water farm object.

3.  The  Reasons  of  the  main  problems interstate  water  dividing  and  water  control  are 
concluded also in  absence reliable hydrometeor logic to observant  network,  qualitative 
monitoring,  hiding  of  the  sizes  of  water  farm,  absolutely  ungrounded  convictiom  in 
sufficiency of water resource. In purpose of the tying up of all questions, in accordance 
with water resource of interstate rivers and water pools, water farm objects of the interstate 
use  must  control  the  joint  Commissions,  free  interest  from  department,  consisting  of 
representatives state pool, using interests of society on base of the available international 
experience IUVR.

4. Naturally, existing or new principles of the interstate water relations, quotas and order of 
water dividing must not restrict the interests of the countries. All expenseses connected 
with contents of water farm object, guarding the zone of the shaping and sharing the sewer 
and damage from bad influence of water and defect of water must on mutually coordinated 
proportional base be financed or indemnified by parties, пользующимися water resource 
of interstate pool of the rivers. Most of international institutes outside the our countries 
such  as,  UNO,  OBSE,  Worldwide  Bank,  Asiatic  Bank of  the  Development,  European 
Bank, different funds and departments, nonstate organs, try to help to the states of Central 
Asia to find the right decisions for achievement integer. But openness of the question about 
Commission  and  determinations  their  legal  status  restrains  these  desires,  hold  up  the 
investments in water farm sector is interstate interest. So actions of Governments of state-
participants of water farm relations in interstate pool, including rivers Shu and Talas, must 
promote the speedup of the acceptance of such sort of the decisions.  The background 
principle of the interstate water relations for Commission must become the equal constant 
mutually  beneficial  cooperation,  operative  consideration  of  any  offers  of  the  state 
structures  on  improvement  or  development  of  water  use,  as  well  as  possible 
misunderstandings or conflict situation. 

Stated  in  thesis  order  integrated  problems typical  of  the  whole  Central-Asiatic  region. 
Their reasonable decision remove having place voltage in relations around water resource 
in  all  its  aspect.  We  introduce  that  created  Commissions  must  keep  the  principle  to 
consensus interaction, respect ness to partner in decision of water farm dispute, objectivity 
in questions of  the determination priority  financing the expenses on usages  and repair 
water farm object of the interstate use and removal consequence to exceeding situations in 
interstate water sector, trust in relations, self-organization and independence in activity. 
Exactly hereto strives the Commission on river Shu and Talas, which outlives the stage of 
the formation and legal registration. For present-day day activity created in 2005 Secretary 
of  the Commission and working group from number  specialist  -  a  representatives two 
states finances the Asiatic Bank of the Development. The Secretary works on production, 
co-ordination  and  preparation  to  statement  in  accordance  with  the  established  order 
principle  of  the  interstate  water  relations,  improvement  of  institutional  and  legal  base 
concluded in 2000 interstate agreement [3], prepares the international conference, denoted 
inaugurations  of  the  Commission.  The  nearby  state  all  their  own  problems  in  water 
facilities  will  solve  the  all  the  manner  of  fetter,  however  exactly  joint  legitimate 
Commission can become the booster of the satisfactory conclusions these, the general for 
nearby state, problems of control of water farm object of interstate uses on interstate river.
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INTRODUCTION

To  provide  sustainable  water  management  for  semi-arid  and  arid  river  basins,  by 
developing risk management strategies in combination with enhanced reservoir operations 
it  is  important  to  obtain  reliable  information  on  present  and  future  water  resources. 
Therefore it  is substantial to determine the actual volumes of usable water in the large 
reservoirs of a river basin.

The main objective of this study is to identify and provide data in order to allow a detailed 
investigation of the sedimentation processes of the Nurek reservoir located at the Vahksh 
river in Tajikistan. 

The sedimentation regime is one of the main drivers in the upset of management options 
which will allow adapted risk management for the Amu Darya basin on both short term 
(e.g.  during  dry  years)  and  long  term  (e.g.  the  impact  of  climate  change  on  water 
availability during the next 50 years) timescales.

The obtained information will  be used to  assess  options  in  sediment  management  and 
counter strategies to decrease future capacity losses.

Information is kept at different institutions in the former Soviet Union and is often reported 
in fragments,  aggregated in official  reports and remains unpublished.  In most cases an 
assessment  of  the  applicability  and  uncertainty  of  the  given  information  is  rendered 
impossible by a lack of comparative information.

Related  to  past  hydrological  investigations  of  the  Nurek  reservoir  sedimentation  the 
reservoir capacity received some recent changes. The initial compilation of information 
should reflect the current state of capacity losses caused by sedimentation, but also provide 
a  basis  for  supporting  the  future  analysis  of  data  and  the  development  of  enhanced 
operating  rules  in  the  context  of  sediment  management  strategies.  This  is  regarded  as 
essential to achieve more sustainable water management of the Aral Sea basin.
RIVER AND RESERVOIR CHARACTERISTICS

The Nurek dam is located about 75 km east of Dushanbe (Fig. 1) and is a large earthfill 
dam with a height of 300 m. With a design capacity of 10.5 km³ (70 km length, 98 km² 
surface  area,  220  m  maximum  depth)  the  reservoir  is  the  largest  in  Tajikistan.  The 
reservoir bottom is around a design level of 680/690 m above sea level (a.s.l.) and the 
normal  pool  level  (NPL)  elevation  is  on  910  m  (a.s.l.).  The  operation  of  the  Nurek 
reservoir  is  characterized  by  water  level  variations  between  the  normal  pool  level  of 
910 m (a.s.l) and minimum operating level of 857 m (a.s.l.). Within this range the active 
regulation  storage  of  the  conservation  pool  comprises  4.5 km³  and  providing  seasonal 
stream flow regulation of the Vakhsh river, while in total the inactive storage and dead 
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storage between the water levels of 680 to 857 m (a.s.l.) amounted to 4.0 km³ according to 
the design capacity [1].

In addition to electricity generation, the reservoir supplies irrigation water for about 70,000 
hectares. The withdrawal for irrigation purposes is at the level of 855 m (a.s.l.)  that is 
below the Nurek inactive storage capacity level (857m a.s.l.).
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Figure 1. Amu Darya tributaries Vaksh and Pyandj and location of Nurek reservoir

The inflow to the Nurek reservoir and its sediment load is charcterised by the hydrological 
regime of the Vaksh river. The Vakhsh river originates in the alpine regions of the Pamir 
Alai in the south-east territory of Kyrgyzstan, where parts of the Abramov glacier and the 
Fedchenko glacier contribute to run-off generation. The Vakhsh river, also known as the 
Surkhob in north-central of Tajikistan, is originating in Kyrgyzstan where it is known as 
Kyzyl-Suu  and  flows  from  north-central  to  the  south-western  of  Tajikistan.  Until  the 
confluence with the Pyandj the Vakhsh has a length of 524 km, and a catchment area in 
Tajikistan of 31.2 thousand km². The largest tributaries of the Vakhsh are the Muksu and 
the Obihingou [4]. Kayumov (2003) reports for the Vakhsh an annual mean discharge of 
20.2 km³, which meets the value derived by Giese et al (2004) of about 20.0 km³/a.

The river, which is fed mostly by melting snow as well as glaciers and less through rain 
fall, achieves maximum flow during the summer months of July and August. An increase 
of water discharges after the winter low-flow period begins in the second decade of March, 
reaching maximum values in July followed by a decrease lasting until October. Low water 
then  again lasts  from October  up to  the  first  decade  of  March  (some 5  months).  The 
minimum discharge with 150-170 m3/s is observed in January [2].
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APPROACH TO ESTIMATE POTENTIAL CAPACITY LOSSES 

There is no reliable database for estimating sediment delivery to the Nurek. Nevertheless, 
as a first approximation, a recent survey of the reservoir bathymetry provides an indication 
of potential storage capacity losses.

The capacity losses of the Nurek reservoir were calculated on the basis of processed data 
from 1972, 1989 and 2001. Hereby the information on the reservoir design capacity (1972) 
and the hydrological investigations of the distribution of sediments over the length and 
depths of the Nurek reservoir,  provided by the Central  Asian Branch of the All-Union 
Planning,  Surveying,  and  Scientific-Research Institute,  (1989)  [3]  were considered and 
compared with the processed data (2001) obtained from the WB/GEF project – Security of 
the dams and reservoirs, 2003, provided by the Institute of water problem hydropower and 
ecology AS Tajikistan.

The information  on the  characteristically  sediment  load of  the  Vahksh  river  as  inflow 
reference for the Nurek reservoir was obtained from measurements during 1972-1989 and 
more recent information by the Institute of water problem hydropower and ecology AS 
Tajikistan.
REVIEW OF THE CHARACTERISTICAL SEDIMENT LOAD OF THE VAKHSH RIVER

The river  basin upstream of  the Nurek reservoir  is  subject  to  frequent  land slides and 
avalanches. In addition, the mean slope of the Vaksh is very high resulting in a very high 
transport  capacity  and  scour.  The  potential  loads  of  suspended  matter  and  sediments 
entering the reservoir are high, leading to a continuous loss of storage capacity [1].

The normal annual sediment load discharge of the Vakhsh river to the Nurek reservoir in 
the design was estimated to be 88.7 million m3/a, whereas the maximum sediment load of 
4400 kg/s was reached at a discharge of 782 m3/s and the minimum sediment load of 1470 
kg/s at a discharge of 487 m3/s (Tab. 1). The sediment composition of the reservoir inflow 
was described with a particle content of 37.5% sand, 20.4% silt, and 42.1% clay (Tab. 2) 
[3].
Table 1. Annual average sediment load of the Vakhsh river as inflow reference to Nurek reservoir.

Discharge, m3/s Sediment-load, 1000 kg/s
Max rate 782 4.4
Min rate 487 1.47
Average 640 2.8

Table 2. Typical sediment composition for Vakhsh river as inflow reference to Nurek reservoir 

Material Diameter, particle mm Content by weight, %
Clay less 0.01 42.1
Silt 0.05 – 0.01 20.4
Fine sand 0.25 – 0.05 34.2
Coarse sand more 0.25 3.3

The proportional distribution of the sediment load on the seasonal discharge is shown in 
table 3. It describes the main proportion of sediments with 62% on the annual sediment 
load for the time period from July to September,  which is  also the time period of the 
maximum proportion (49%) on the annual river discharge. 
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Table 3. Seasonal discharge and the proportion on the annual sediment transport for Vakhsh river.

 Period Discharge, % Sediment load, %
October - February 15 1
March – June 36 37
July - September 49 62

NUREK RESERVOIR SEDIMENTATION

A World Bank report (2005) states that during the last 25 years roughly 50 meters of the 
300 meters have been lost, but that Nurek will be able to operate even without silt removal 
for at least another 30 years (p.41-2). An earlier World Bank report (2003) argues that “the 
Nurek reservoir’s capacity has been reduced by 67 percent over the past 26 years” (p. 9). 
Figure. 2 shows the original design capacity (bold line) of the Nurek reservoir for different 
water levels. Sherman & Rafikov (1992) argued that the geometry of the body of sediments 
according to the 1989 survey (grey dashed line) shows that the volume of deposits after the 
18  years  of  operation  is  1.84  km3.  In  October  1989 8.66  km3 remained unsilted.  The 
volume of deposits within the dead storage below elevation 857 m (a.s.l.) is about 700 
million m3, which means that the useful volume has been silted by 1.1 km3.
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Figure 2. Volume elevation rating curves of Nurek reservoir.

Since the initiation of impoundment of the Vahksh in 1972, at the normal pool level of 
910 m (a.s.l.), storage capacity has been reduced by 17% from 10.5 km³ to 8.7 km³. This is 
an average of slightly over 62 million m³/a.

In  comparison  to  the  data  from  1989,  the  processed  data  (2001)  obtained  from  the 
WB/GEF project – security of the dams and reservoirs indicates no further capacity losses 
in the total storage volume. However, the recent dataset presents discrepancies within the 
sedimentation  processes  of  the  usable  and  dead  storage  volume.  The  result  on  the 
hypothetical capacity losses shows a regeneration of the usable storage volume by reduced 
losses from 1.12 km3 (1989) to 0.24 km3 (2001). Whereas, an increased sedimentation in 
the dead storage was present and reduced the capacity from 0.7 km3 (1989) up to 1.7 km3 

(2001).

Sherman et. al.  (1992) describes for the sedimentation process in 1989 that the body of 
sediments had an average thickness of 10 - 20 m and a maximum of 40 m, within the last 
20 km of the reservoir up to the dam. This volume of sediment was found within the dead 
storage and did not exceed an elevation of 756 m (a.s.l.). The capacity loss of the usable 
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storage volume was caused mainly by sedimentation in the upper parts within the first 30 
to 35 km of the reservoir. 

This could be an indication for the shift of capacity losses within the storage volumes from 
1989 to 2001. It can be assumed that the sediments were displaced via flush effects from 
upper- to lower parts of the reservoir and silted in the huge dead storage volume located 
within the last 20 km before the dam.

A shift in the seasonal operation regime within the time period of 1989 to 2001could have 
caused a reduction of further reservoir capacity losses an may be a reason for the constant 
total reservoir volume of 8.7 km3 in the last years.

The past operation regime as practiced 1989 was characterized by a maximum water level 
from November until May, followed by an intensive release until August. The period of 
refilling and rise of water level occurred thereafter until November. Therefore the refilling 
took place with highest inflow sedimentation loads (Tab. 3). The shifted actual operation 
mode  is  characterized  by  a  continuous  decrease  during  the  winter  months  until  the 
minimum level in May. The period of refilling occurred to maximum water level until 
September, followed by a continuous decrease again until May. It can be assumed that the 
shift of inflow from August until November to the actual regime of May until September 
affects  the  sedimentation  processes  by  a  reduced  inflow sediment  load.  Because  of  a 
continuous and increased summer release of the reservoir exist the effect of sediment load 
channeling through the reservoir.
CONCLUSION

The  results  presented  give  a  first  approximation  to  the  capacity  losses  and  the 
sedimentation processes. Without further comparative information in reservoir bathymetry 
it  is  impossible  to  have  a  more  reliable  estimate  of  the  capacity  losses  and  to  reduce 
discrepancies in the volume calculations. This is of particular importance if water level 
variations are used to estimate the actual inflow volumes accounting for evaporation losses 
and recorded releases.

In consideration of the results for the potential reservoir capacity losses it can be argued, 
that Nurek with a dead storage volume of 4 km3, will be able to operate even without silt 
removal for at least another 60 years.

The results shows the need for an enhanced sediment management for the reservoir  in 
order to avoid further capacity losses. It should be proofed which sediment management is 
applicable  for  the  special  characteristics  of  the  Nurek  reservoir  and  how  it  can  be 
implemented  in  an  enhanced  reservoir  operation  method.  The  sediment  management 
methodic of flushing and channeling could be appropriate.

The findings underline the need to focus on future trends in capacity losses in international 
discussion on sharing water resources in the Aral Sea basin, which until now has been 
predominantly  based  on  old  planning  capacities.  To  narrow these  uncertainties  and  to 
provide more realistic planning data an additional bathymetric survey is scheduled in the 
framework of the ongoing EC project Jayhun. A revised knowledge of actual reservoir 
capacity is considered to be an essential first step towards the development of adapted risk 
management strategies in the Aral Sea basin. Together with more refined information on 
recent sedimentation processes, the results presented will be used to investigate potential 
adaptations of the reservoir  operation and its  impact to both hydropower production in 
Tajikistan and water availability downstream.
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THE PROBLEM OF MANAGEMENT AND MODELING OF WATER 
RESOURCES OF THE ARAL SEA BASIN

Sh. Rakhimov, I. Begimov
Central Asian Scientific Research Insitute of Irrigation, Tashkent, 700187, Karasu 4/11

Today  Amudarya,  Sirdarya  rivers  and  Aral  Sea  have  obtained  the  status  of  interstate 
basins.  Key  transboundary  and  national  water  resources  of  these  basins  have  been 
determined.  Numerous agreements  have been signed and international  organizations  of 
water  resource  management  established.  The  Development  Strategy  for  any  state  is 
oriented on achieving of sustainable development and growth both in industry and all other 
state potential being developed by this strategy. The main objectives of the water resource 
management in Aral Sea basins are achieving sustainable economic, social and political 
development  of  new  independent  states,  as  well  as  improving  overall  environmental 
situation in the region.  Water Resource Management of Aral Sea basin affects interests of 
new independent states, which have their own individual targets in this field. The targets of 
states and respective areas can be contradictory, for instance, hydro energy requires more 
water  consumption  during  cold  season  but  irrigated  agriculture  during  warm  and  hot 
seasons.

Property structures or interstate water units have been clarified by multilateral agreements 
and  regional  and  national  water  management  authorities,  which  meet  requirements  of 
market  economy,  have  been formulated.  Today each State  has  its  own share  of  water 
resources of the Basin.  Water volume limits for the current year Wi

^j negotiated between 
the States of Aral Sea Basin. This volume calculated as a percent share of each country’s 
historical water consumption and paid amount to the interstate water management fund by 
each  State.  Distribution  regulation  of  water  resources  within  the  limit  is  achieved  by 
implementation of financial payment principle by each state for water received over the 
limit to the states that received under limit. To improve water quality of interstate water 
resources the so-called “polluter pays” principle has been introduced. It means that state 
which pollutes water (i.e. the concentration of pollutant exceeds acceptable rate) is obliged 
to submit payment to the regional fund (1-3). The principle could be implemented as a tax 
or fine payment for water pollution. Financial funds Fk

i  accumulated from payments and 
pollution  taxes  could  be  calculated  taking  into  account  countries’  limits  and  highest 
acceptable pollution concentration:

Ô k I = B k I (W^k I ) + C k I (ΔW j I ) + Σ m m=1 N I mk (ΔQ I mk) ,    (1)

Where W  k I  – actual total volume of water consumption of the I – State;  W^k I  – total 
limited water consumption; Q I mk  – actual concentration and Q I mo  is highest acceptable 
concentration of water pollution; B k I (W^k I ) – total amount to be paid for the W^k I limited 
water volume; ΔW k I  = W k I - W^k I  – difference between actually consumed volume and 
the limit;  ΔQ I mk = Q I mk – Q I mo –  difference  between actual  pollution and highest 
acceptable concentration; C k I (ΔW k I ) – amount to be paid for the over limit consumption 
and payments for that of under limit;  N I mk (ΔQ I mk) – amount of pollution taxes and fines. 
Take into consideration that symbols C k I  (ΔW k I ) and N I mk (ΔQ I mk) equals ΔW k I  and 
ΔQ I mk accordingly.
The  minimization  of  environmental  damage  from  regional  water  consumption  is 
considered a main regional criterion and can be formulated:
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projects. Уk

ni  (3k
ni)  - environmental damage after improvement of interstate authorities as 

well  as  environmental  and  water  projects.   3k
ni  –  cost  of  improvement  of  interstate 

authorities as well as environmental and water projects. Ok
i  – deductions to regional state 

authorities. Ik
i – foreign investments into environmental and water projects. Fk

i – financial 
revenue  from  deductions,  selling  and  pollution  taxes  from  the  state  to  the  regional 
authorities. K – number of planned years; I – number of states; N – number of activities 
aimed  at  improvement   of  interstate  authorities  as  well  as  environmental  and  water 
projects. 
The main limitation of water resource management is the reduction of the region’s annual 
water consumption, i.e.

ΣI i=1 Wk
i < ΣI i=1 Wk-1 

i

lim k→K ΣI i=1 Wk
i ≤ W eqon

where  Wj
i  the volume of water consumption of i – state in j- year; Wk-1  

i  – the volume of 
water consumption in previous year; W eqon – environmentally acceptable volume of water 
consumption of the region; In the Aral Sea basin the environmentally acceptable volume of 
water consumption is 70 km3 per year.
Regional authorities should charge prices for water resources and taxes for pollution in the 
way to make it profitable for the state to reduce water consumption and improve water 
quality. Thus, regional authorities should develop economic mechanisms to let states cost 
effectively  consume  water  and  improve  its  quality,  i.e.   to  introduce  water  saving 
technologies  and  water  protecting  activities  that  would  led  to  achieving  the  balance 
between total regional water consumption and environmentally acceptable rate in the Aral 
Sea basin.
The criterion of water resource management at the national level could be formulated as a 
achieving maximum income from water resource consumption  Wk

i , by i state considering 
limits and quality of water resources, as well as compensatory payments for damage. 
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Income received by water authorities in states from water resource usage under chargeable 
water consumption can be calculated:
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Where Ni – number of water consuming industries; n - industry; Bk
in  (Wk

in) – sold amount 
of Wk

in water volume to n - water consumer;  3k
in (Wk

in) – cost of water to be delivered to n 
– water consumer; W j 

im – volume of water consumed by m – water consumer. 

It can be seen from (2) and (6) that regional criterion is meant for reduction maximization, 
i.e.  minimization of environmental damage for the region, whereas national criterion is 
meant  for  maximum income from water  resource consumption,  where the principle  of 
financial  payment  for  over-limit  consumption  and  pollution  is  included.  It  means  that 
financial feedback is introduced for water consuming and environmental activities of the 
states that aims at stabilizing economical and environmental situation in the states and in 
the region overall. 
Thus the problem of management and modeling of water resources at regional and local 
levels  appears  to  be  multicriterial  problem  which  may  require  applying  methods  of 
multicriterial analysis, which includes multiple steps with participation of decision making 
parties. 
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PROBLEMS OF THE WATER-ACCOUNT ON SMALL DRAINAGE SYSTEMS 
AND WAYS OF THEIR SOLUTION

Rasulov U.R. 
700187, Uzbekistan, Tashkent, SANIIRI, Karasu-4, 11

A great number of methods and means of water discharge measurements has been already 
developed. However, till now a scientific and technical problem of reliable and sufficiently 
accurate measurement of water discharge in open channels of hydromeliorative systems 
(HMS) remains not solved. 

As a result of the works carried out to reform agriculture and water management, in recent 
years hundred thousands of agricultural farms of various patterns of ownership appeared in 
the Republic. Each of such farms is a legally independent consumer of irrigating water. In 
connection with the transfer of water-economic branch into paid water use planned to be 
carried out in the nearest years, there arises a problem of maintenance of the commercial 
water-account at water-distribution. It demands supplying of drainage systems on farms by 
means  of  the  water-account  -  the  hydroposts  constructed  and  equipped  according  to 
requirements of corresponding normative documents, and these hydroposts should undergo 
metrological certification in accordance with established procedure. 

In this connection there is a necessity to solve a scientific and technical problem of reliable 
and sufficiently exact measurement of water discharge in open channels of HMS taking 
into  account  specific  conditions  of  their  work  and  operation.  For  this  purpose,  it  is 
necessary to carry out works on perfection of methods and means of measurement of water 
discharges in  HMS open channels  which are  already known,  as  well  as  to  search for, 
develop  and  research  the  new  ones,  which  would  consider  as  much  as  possible  their 
specific conditions and meet the requirements of their metrological maintenance. 

In this work, the description of the improved method and means of measurement of water 
discharges for small drainage systems of the open water-currents - a sluice-hydrometer - is 
presented. 

The distinctive features of the method and means of measurement of water discharge are:

•The opportunity  to  combine  functions  of  two hydroconstructions  in  one:  those  of 
panelboard  water-release  (regulation  of  water  discharges)  and  of  a  hydropost 
(measurement of water discharge);
•Absence of necessity in individual graduation in situ as the means of measurement of 
water discharges;
•Indifference to the relief and physical formula of water;
•Rather high accuracy and reliability of measurements;
•Compactness and high manufacturability of local construction, etc. 

The results  are represented of experimental  researches and tests  of the samples of one 
standard  size  of  a  sluice-hydrometer  for  small  water  discharges  which  have  been 
constructed and introduced on concrete objects. 
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PROBLEMS OF ESTIMATION AND RATIONAL USE OF WATER RESOURCES 
OF ARAL SEA BASIN
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INTRODUCTION

The territory of the Republic of Tajikistan is a zone of formation of the Aral Sea basin river 
run-off. It occupies about 45% of the basin’s mountainous zone, and gives more than 50% 
(>57 km3/year) of Central Asia’s surface run-off. At the present time, the run-off quality of 
the rivers is of the 1st class of purity: the mineralization level is within 0.1 – 0.4 g/l. The 
supply of underground waters with a mineralization level of less than 1 g/l is about 18,7 
km3/year. The static water supply of the ancient glaciers, mountainous lakes, large water 
reservoirs,  and  underground  water-bearing  strata  is  estimated  at  540  km3 [2;3].  The 
hydrographical network of Tajikistan has more than 25 thousand waterways with a total 
length of 69,2 thousand km. 96% of the waterways have a length of less than 10 km, the 
total length is more than 46 thousand km. In the mountainous zone, there are more than 
1900 lakes, with a total area of the surface of 709 km2. From the total glaciation area of 
Central  Asia about 17000 km2,  that  is,  more than 50%, is in Tajikistan [2;3;5].  In the 
spring-summer period, most often in April-June, there are frequent showers and long rains 
with snowmelt flows that produce destroying floods, freshets, and mudflows. The annual 
atmospheric precipitation in mountains and the ancient glaciers are the main source of river 
water supply in hot dry summer months, when the demand for fresh water for the national 
economy of the region is at its maximum due to irrigation of lands (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Development of irrigation agriculture in Central Asia for 90 years, thou. hectares [1]

1913 1940 1950 1960 1965 1970 1975 2003
Uzbekistan 1339 1974 2053 2377 2575 2751 3006 4020
Tajikistan 211 297 300 391 468 518 567 720

Turkmenistan 307 373 352 435 514 643 819 1185
Kirghizstan   435 794 797 889 861 883 911 1020

Total 2292 3438 3502 4092 4418 4795 5303 6945

An analysis of the hydrometeorological data for 1930-1990 has shown that in the period of 
1960-1990 the average annual run-off formed at the territory of the Republic of Tajikistan 
decreased from 57.01 km3/year to 53.6 km3/year, that is, the run-off decrease was about 
0.2% per year. The greatest run-off decrease was observed for the Zeravshan, Vakhsh and 
Pyandzh rivers (7%).  A smaller  run-off  decrease was for  the Kafirnigan river:  3%. In 
eastern Pamir,  the river  run-off  decreased only by 0.3%. This is  a  local  phenomenon, 
because a  similar comparative analysis  of  the rivers in Transcaucasia  and Ukraine has 
shown an increase in the river run-off in these regions by 5-6% [2;4]. The decrease in 
importance of glaciers as regulators of the river run-off and annual regime of the Central 
Asian rivers generates a need for adaptation measures [2]. 
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IMPROVEMENT OF METHODS TO CALCULATE WATER BALANCE ELEMENTS IN 
MOUNTAINOUS REGIONS 

The well-known method of stationary calculation of river run-off by using measurement at 
hydrological  stations is,  as  a  rule,  accurate  and effective for  rivers with uniform flow. 
However, the bulk of Aral Sea  water resources is generated in mountainous regions of 
Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan.  The flow starts in the beds of the mountain rivers Vakhsh, 
Naryn, Pyandzh, Kafirnigan, Zarafshan, and their numerous tributaries. As a rule, the main 
resources  of  these  rivers  are  generated  in  the  high  water  period  (more  than  60-70%). 
Nonstandard methods must be used to calculate the resources, because the standard method 
of measurement cannot accurately determine the rapid flood or mud flow volume, when 
the  measurement  errors  can  constitute  15-20% and  more.  A distinctive  feature  of  the 
catchment  areas of mountainous rivers is  a  strong separation of the relief.  This causes 
draining and, as a result, almost all moisture absorbed in the ground comes to the river 
network of its catchment area, and the liquid atmospheric precipitation rapidly flows down 
into the plain. Therefore, in addition to the classical method of measurement at stations, a 
balance  calculation  method  is  proposed  to  estimate  the  dynamic  water  resources  of 
mountain rivers. It is represented by the following equation [6]:

Q = S x A(1 – k),

where  k  = E/A+F/(SA)<<1,  That  is,  the total  amount of moisture evaporation into the 
atmosphere and the amount of infiltration into the ground in mountainous regions is much 
smaller than that of liquid precipitation, which manages to flow down into the plain as run-
off.  Q is the average perennial  or annual run-off  of the mountain river basin,  S is  the 
catchment  area  (km2),  A is  the  average  perennial  (annual)  value  of  atmospheric 
precipitation per unit river catchment area (km),  E is the average (perennial and annual) 
value of moisture evaporation per unit catchment area (km),  F is the average perennial 
(annual) value of underground water discharge out of the catchment area (km2). In fact, 
taking into account that the average amount of atmospheric precipitation for many years in 
the mountainous part of Central Asia (S=32.4 million hectares) does not exceed 750 - 800 
mm per year, and that in most cases in mountainous regions not more than 1/3 part of the 
precipitation evaporates, this method was used to calculate the dynamics of water resources 
of the catchment areas of large rivers of Tajikistan and the Central Asian region as a whole. 
In particular, Table 2 shows that the estimates obtained by using the balance method agree, 
with a high accuracy, with the known data of researchers whose calculations were made 
with the use of other methods.
Table 2. Calculation of the run-off and flow rate of Tajikistan rivers by the water balance method

River
Catchment 

area, 
thou.km2

Average 
precipitation, 

m3/hectare

k 
-coeff
icient 
value

Average 
run-off, 
km3/year

Average 
run-off, 

m3/s

Data  from  the 
literature [3, 5]

Км3/год м3/с

Vakhsh 39,1 7750 1/3 20,15 640 21,2 670
Kafirnigan 11,7 7750 1/3 6,04 191 5,7 170
Zarafshan 11,0 7750 1/3 5,68 180 5,2 165

Aral Sea river 
basins

324,0 7750 1/3 167,4 5305 170,0 5387

 
PROBLEMS OF INCREASING THE TRANSMISSION CAPACITY OF IRRIGATION CANALS.

Extensive farming with small experience in irrigational melioration in new poorly studied 
submountain valleys and steppes has led to salinization and deterioration in soil fertility 
and, in some cases, has stopped crop rotation.  A similar situation is observed not only in 
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intermontane Tajikistan valleys, but also in irrigated Uzbеkistan steppes and Тurkmеnistan 
in the large Kara-Kum canal zone. A report of the UNESCO Scientific-Advisory Council 
on the Basin of Aral Sea (SABAS) gives the same conclusion ([8], p.152). At the same 
time, the Council  points out:  “In spite of the current economic crisis,  Tajikistan has a 
considerable potential for development. The country population is well-educated, the lands 
are fertile, and can provide competitive production on the foreign market” (ibid., p. 174). 
Some data on the agriculture of the republic in 1990 and predicted for 2025 obtained by 
SABAS  scientists  are  presented  in  Table  3.  It  is  evident  that  to  realize  the 
recommendations proposed by SABAS and others, it is necessary to revise radically the 
traditional  irrigation  agriculture  methods.  The  protection  of  irrigated  lands  against 
salinization and swamping depends on many factors. The key factor is the quality of design 
to calculate the constructive elements of a canal in order to provide maximal transmission 
capacity at minimal water losses for filtration from large and small canals as well as from 
water supply directly in the field. 

Table 3. Water resources statistics of Tajikistan [6] for 1990 and 2025.

No. Water use objects 1990 г. 2025 г.
1 Water for irrigation, m3/hectare

water  flow  rate:  thou.m3 per  a  ton  of  corn,  rice, 
cotton

>16000
>2,51; 10; 6

<8000
≤1,1; 4,0; 2,6

2 Water losses in canals/field, % >30/15 <15/10
3 Salinization of irrigated lands, % of the total >30-45 <10
4 Sown area, thou. hectares 809 2000
5 Irrigated tillage, thou. hectares

effects of water use in field, %
720
≤40

1500
>75

6 Drinking water supply: city/ village,  % <40-60/20-40 ≥80/60
7 Crop  structure  and  yield,  thou.hectare/centner 

/hectare
   • cereals (wheat, corn, rice etc.)
   • industrial crops (cotton etc.)
   • potatoes, vegetables, melons
   • perennial plants, gardens, vineyards
   • fodder crops

419/11;11;17
236/14

47,9/100;144;67
102,9/ no data

107,6/17,8 
fodder.Е

>500/20;40;40
≥600/30

>125/300; 170
>300/ optimal
300/ up to 35 

fodder. Е

It is well-known that when designing a canal its slope is predetermined by the relief and 
the erosion of the region’s ground layers. A canal is hydraulically most profitable if, at a 
given slope and admissible maximal speed, it has the greatest transmission capacity and 
stability of its bed. For instance, if the geometrical parameters of a canal and its slope are 
given  with  a  given  filling rate  Н,  one  can  calculate  the effective  cross-section  ω,  the 
wetting  perimeter  χ,  the  hydraulic  radius  R  =  ω/χ of  the  flow,  the  velocity  factor 
(coefficient) С, and then determine the flow rate Q and the velocity U = Q/ ω of the flow in 
the canal by using the following Chezy formula [7]: 

)(; RCKIKRICQ ωω =≡=  (1)

From numerous  possible  variants  of  cross-sections,  a  canal  with  the  smallest  wetting 
perimeter χ and the largest hydraulic radius has the greatest transmission capacity and, in 
accordance with the Chezy formula,  the greatest  flow rate characteristic  К.  Within the 
framework of the theory of hydraulic radius, the problem of finding the most profitable 
canal cross-section is reduced to the determination of a relation between the canal width B 
along the bottom and the canal water filling depth Н. In natural conditions, when the beds 
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of rivers and canals pass through free-flowing and easily eroded ground sediments (sand, 
clay sand, loess etc.), the flow forms, depending on the terrain slope, its most profitable 
profile, which may differ from a trapezium or a semicircle.

It is well-known [7] that a canal is most profitable if its geometrical parameters satisfy the 
following relations (R, χ, ω are the hydraulic radius, the wetting perimeter, and the cross-
section area, respectively):

► for a canal of a semi-ellipsoid cross-section:
x2/B2+y2/H2 = 1; 2В =18Н, R = 0,75H, 3/2 Bπχ = , 2/92/ 2HВHel ππω ≡= ,          (2)
► for a canal of a parabolic cross-section:
2В =2,191Н, Hp 6,0= , НR 5447.0= , НВ 512.138.1 ==χ ,          (3)
► for a canal of a trapezoidal cross-section: 

[ ] ;)(5,0)(5,0 21 HctgctgHbbBH ββω ++=+= 2121 sinsin/)sin(sin ββββχ ++= Hb ,  (4)
where b and B are the canal widths at the bottom and water surface, respectively, Н is the 
flow depth, and 0,0,, 2121 >> ββaa  are the depth values and inclination angles of the left 
and  right  canal  slopes.  The  trapezoidal  canal  with  radius R  =  H/2 has  the  greatest 
transmission capacity, the relation being as follows:

1221 sin/)1(sin/)1(/ ββββ ctgctgHb −+−= .            (5)

The relation is a generalized indicator for the choice of optimal geometric parameters of 
the cross-section of a trapezoidal-shape canal. In this case, the total sum of inclination 
angles can vary only in the segment 0

21
0 18090 ≤+≤ ββ , because at 0

21 90<+ ββ , within 
the framework  of  the  theory  of  hydraulic  radius,  the  principle  of  maximum hydraulic 
radius and optimum cross-section loses its meaning. From (5),  there follows a conclusion, 
which is very important for practice, that the optimal relative width of a trapezoidal canal 
at the bottom depends only on the inclination angles of the canal slopes with the horizon. 
For instance, at β1 = β2 = 90о we have b = 2Н, and the canal turns into a canal with parallel 
walls, and for the case when β1+ β2 = 90о the trapezium is transformed into a triangle, and 
the maximal transmission capacity of the canal is at

[ ] 12/)( 21 =+ ββtg .          (6)

Formula (6) is of special interest, because at any combination of the inclination angles, 
independently of the canal filling, its transmission capacity is determined by the character 
of these angles. For instance, at  β 1= β 2 = 45о the canal cross-section has the shape of a 
right-angled triangle with a width of 2Н at the water surface and a depth of Н. Here, the 
canal cross-section area is minimal and equal to ω = Н2.

Figure 1 shows the variation of the Kara-Kum canal cross-section at the dam site 0.7 km 
from the Amu-Darya river. One can see that the designed trapezoidal profile, varying in 
time, tends to the most profitable semi-ellipsoidal shape, which is most profitable also for 
navigation, since Bk = 18H. 

In valleys with cohesive soils (loess, loam, clay etc.), the most profitable profile of a canal 
is a curvilinear trapezium consisting of a combination of straight lines with semicircular 
curves (parabola, semiellipse, hyperbola, etc.). At furrow irrigation, the most effective in 
the hydroagrotechnical respect is a furrow shaped as an isosceles triangle with depth angles 
of 45о.
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Fig. 1. 1-1960, 2-1965, 3-1970, 4-1974.

ON RATIONAL USE OF FRESH WATER RESOURCES.

The underground fresh waters of Tajikistan (about 6.65 km3/year) are mobile, because they 
are concentrated in sand sediments of intermontane valleys and the talus trains of mountain 
rivers. They are large storages (''storehouses'') of natural waters. Such storages with a water 
volume of 300 km3 and more have formed in the Kara-Kum canal zone in the last 50 years. 
This makes it possible to formulate and solve some practical problems of irrigation theory 
and meliorative hydrogeology in the basins of Tajikistan mountain rivers as well as in the 
sand basin of the Large Kara-Kum canal in Тurkmеnistan. When solving the problem of 
irrigation melioration to control  the phenomenon of  soil  salinization,  it  is  necessary to 
reconstruct the irrigation system and design a drainage system so as to keep the ground 
water level at a critical depth (>2-3 m). To solve this problem both in the talus trains of 
mountain rivers and in the paths of irrigation canals of plain valleys, some irrigation norms 
should be established so as to supply Qп m3 of underground water per Qр m3 of water from a 
canal. The following relation was obtained on the basis of the balance equation to solve 
this problem [6]:

Qck = nbQp/ma + e/a.

Here n and m are the coefficients of water yield in the formation and saturation deficit of 
soils in the aeration zone (n<m), a is the discharge part of the well Qп, used for the feeding 
of plants with subsequent transpiration, b is the share of water losses in the canal and in the 
field, and   е is the share of ground water alimentation owing to atmospheric precipitation. 
It has been found for the southern Tajikistan conditions that b=0,5, а=0,75, n=0,95m, and 
е=0,075. Hence, we have the following well production values, respectively: Qw=0,505Qр 

and Qw=0,728Qр   or, in fractions, 505:1000 and 728:1000.
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MANAGEMENT OF WATER AND SEDIMENT MODES OF RESERVOIRS IN 
THE AMUDATYA BASIN: TOOLS AND ASSESSMENT

Sorokin A.G.
Scientific Technical Center  “Toza Darya” (Clean River), Uzbekistan,  700187, Tashkent,  
Karasu-4, 11  SORANT@MAIL.RU

The given paper is prepared within the framework of jobs on the Jayhun project INCO-CT-
2005-516761 - Interstate Water Resource Risk Management: Towards a Sustainable Future 
for the Aral Basin (Jayhun is tradition Uzbek name for Amudarya river). 

Landscape  peculiarities  of  the  region  supposes  concentration  of  potential  hydropower 
resources  and  prevailing  hydropower  location  in  mountains.  Irrigated  lands  are 
concentrated in valley area and river downstream. Water resources use of the region is 
related  directly  to  economy  of  five  independent  states:   Afganistan,  Kyrgyzstan, 
Tadjikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.  Real technical abilities for irrigation in the 
present  are  defined,  mostly,  by  useful  volumes  of  Nurek  reservoir  and  Tuyamuyun 
(includes a river-bed (channel) storage reservoir and three accumulating ones – Kaparas, 
Sultansanjar, and Koshbulak).  Taking into account sedimentation of capacity and use of 
Kaparas reservoir in interests of drinking water supply actual total capacity of Nurek and 
Tuyamuyun water reservoirs regulation is estimated 7.2 km3, that is enough for Amudarya 
flow regulation in volume 51 km3 per  year.   The Nurek hydropower plant (with total 
power of 2.7 million kWt.) is one of the most unique, higt-efficiency hydropower object in 
Aral sea basin. 

National  interests  of  Tadjikistan are  related with Nurek water  reservoir.  Before  USSR 
collapse this reservoir had been operated in uniform complex with other water reservoirs of 
the  region  and  played  role  of  irrigation  regulator.  Hydropower  was  subordinated  to 
irrigation.  Excessive  for  Tadjikistan  electric  power  from  Nurek  hydropower  was 
transmissed to other republics, and in winter period of deficit it was returned. This scheme, 
on opinion of power departments of Tadjikistan, doesn’t meet requirements of their state. 
Beginning from 1991 reservoir is filled to elevation Normal Headwater Level and wear out 
to elevation Deal Level Volume.  Nurek’s HP works in really energy regime, but not in 
optimum. National interests of Tadjikistan dictate necessity of correcting power regime of 
Nurek  reservoir  operation  and  coordination  with  other  republics  in  order  to  prevent 
irrigation water deficit and potential conflicts between the states.

Main Tuyamuyun function is to meet domestic and irrigation water needs of Turkmenistan 
and Uzbekistan and prevention of water scarcity in Amudarya lower reaches during dry 
periods.  Management  efficiency  depends on  reliability  of  “residual”  inflow forecast  to 
Tuyamuyun reservoir, objective assessment of channel and storage reservoir losses.

The main  goal  is  elaboration  of  the  flexible  tool  (the  methodology,  the  mathematical 
models, the software) for the management of water modes of reservoirs in the Amudatya 
basin, selection and analysis of the alternatives of the water-land resources use.

Modeling in the Jayhun project include: water-salt-silt balance calculation for rivers of the 
Small Amudarya Basin (SAB), reservoirs and calculation of the modes of reservoirs and 
hydropower plants (HP) cascade (Nurek, Tuyamuyun). The complex of models (reservoir 
and river modules) will be developed for the following main tasks:
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• Calculation and assessment of the future changes in reservoir storage capacity and effect 
of operation on sedimentation at the SAB,

• Calculation and assessment of the main alternatives of the long-term strategies for water 
distribution and risk management in the SAB, including extreme and real scenarios of run-off 
and useful storage loss. 

The modeling system consists of the Amudarya river basin (Vakhsh, Pyandj, Kafirnigan, 
Surkhandarya,  Sherabad,  Amudarya)   divided  into  balance  points  including  water 
reservoirs, HP, irrigated lands which related to water intakes and drainage net. The district 
is  the  specific  part  of  basin  with  natural  and  administrative  features,  which  has  the 
irrigation  systems.  The  system is  presented  by  the  graph  method  and  is  divided  into 
calculating points imitated by arch-junction net. Graph  G(J,I) is determined as two sets, 
where J={1,…j} is a junction top and I={1,…i} is an arch top. Each arch i is characterized 
by two junctions  (j,k)  as the initial  j and the final  k, where  j∈J, k∈J, i∈I. The model is 
based  on  the  water  and  salt  quantity  conservation  equation.  Salt  is  considered  as  a 
conservative admixture. The equations must be solved for every junction. 
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The task consist of a search of the  Wu(t)*,  t∈{0:T} parameters which meets to a quality 
criteria  and limits.  The quality criteria  (choused by a  user)  include also the maximum 
annual net income, i.e. calculated income of agricultural products sale minus inputs for the 
every irrigation area depending on water supply:    
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where: W j – a water volume in j– top (m3), S j – salinity (kg/m3);  Qj,k – a discharge between 
tops j and k (m3/s); Qk,j – a discharge between tops k and j (m3/s); Qj,z – a discharge between 
tops j and z (m3/s); Qz – requested inflow to the junction z (m3/s); z∈J – consumption ( an 
irrigation area, coastal zone of Aral sea, the Aral sea), z∈Z; Z – irrigation areas quantity; Wu 

–  water  volume  in  u–top  (m3),  u∈J –  runoff  controlling  unit  (reservoirs),  u∈U;  U – 
controlling unit quantity,  Ij

+,Ij
- - inlets to and outlets from the  j top;  Pz – irrigation water 

productivity ($/m3), t – time coordinate; 0 and T – the start and end of a calculating period.

Other functions:
 minimum deviation of water intake quantity from fixed limits, 
 maximum summary profit considering irrigation and energy generation.   

Basis for account of the sedimentation (included in the algorithm of the reservoir module) 
is method of balance of sediment flow on reaches of reservoir. Various formulas for the 
transport of sediments (suspended and bottom), taking into account of reservoirs and rivers 
are  used.  For  condition  of  SAB  Altunin  S.  and  Buzunov  I.  [1],  Shamov  G.  [2], 
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Lapshenkov V. [3],  Skrilnikov V. [4] methods are recommended.  Often in basic method 
bring empirical elements. For reservoirs of SAB is an experience of use of factor of the 
clarification of water in reservoir, differently – transition index of turbidity.  Physical sense 
of factor of the clarification in the following:

in

outin

t
ttP −=

where  P  is  factor  of  clarification,   tin  -  inflow sediment  concentration  (turbidity)  in 
reservoir,  tout  - outflow sediment concentration (turbidity) from reservoir.  Parameter t has 
the dimension g/l  or kg/cub m.   

The factor  P is defined by various hypotheses, for example depending on the relation of 
useful volume of reservoir (Vres) to volume of inflow of water in reservoir (Wriv), that is:

riv

res

W
VPP =

In middle 50 years Brune G., investigating efficiency of 44 reservoirs of the word, this 
curve   has  received  [4].   Brune  curves  (they  differ  on  the  sizes  sediments)  are 
recommended for  an  estimation  of  sedimentation  of  deep  reservoirs  by  Committee  on 
Sedimentation of  Reservoirs   of  International  Commission on  Large  Dam.   Curves  of 
Brune not badly characterize of the process of sedimentation in Nurek reservoir [5], but are 
not suitable for an estimation of sedimentation in river-bed of Tuyamuyun [4]. At the end 
of 80 years in SANIIRI the following empirical curve for river-bad of Tuyamuyun was 
constructed [6]:

n

n

HHb
HHaP
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)(

min

min

−+
−+=

where  H  is elevation of water operational level in reservoir,  Hmin  - minimum elevation, is 
coarsely  the reservoir bed el. near dam,  a, b, n – empirical parameters.   

It is important to know the following. The curve P(H, Hmin)  was investigated in beginning 
1990 years for the forecast of sedimentation by Buzunov I.  in STC “Toza Darya”. The job 
was executed under the contract with the Ministry of Agriculture and Water Management 
of Uzbekistan. Now parameters a, b, n are required of the qualification, that will be made 
within the framework of the Jayhun project. For account of the Amudarya river sediment 
concentration  and  characteristics  of  the  sediment  load  formulas  by  Gostunskiy  A., 
Rossinsky K. [2] and Central Asian Research Institute of Irrigation (Uzbekistan) [6] can be 
used. 
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THE FLOW FORMATION ZONE TO THE CHIRCHIK RIVER BASIN

A.G.Sorokin *, V.K.Tyugay **  
*SIC ICWC, Republic of Uzbekistan, 700197  Tashkent, massiv Karasu-4, B. 11 
sorant@mail.ru
** Research Centre of Water-economic systems, Republic of Uzbekistan, 700197 
Tashkent, massiv Karasu-4, B. 11  vktyu@yandex.ru

Within the framework of the RIVERTWIN project the European Union has recommended 
the model HBV-IWS for the description of processes in the flow formation zone of the 
Chirchik river. 

The model HBV-IWS is a modified version, by the Institute of Hydrological Engineering 
at University of Stuttgart (IWS), of the model HBV of the Swedish  Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute (Bergstrom, 1995) [1,2]. Model HBV-IWS can be presented as three 
blocks: 
1) accumulation and melting of snow and water inflow to the basin in form of liquid 

precipitation; 
2) water losses in river basin through evapotranspiration and increase of ground moisture; 
3) transformation of water flowing to river basin into runoff.

Accumulation of snow at Т ? ТТ is described by the following equations [3]:

,0=MELT PSNOWSNOW +=  ,

In model the method degree-day is used for the description of snow melting. Melting of 
snow at Т> ТТ is:

))(,( TTTCSNOWMinMELT MELT −⋅=
MELTSNOWSNOW −=

Here  MELT  is  depth  of  melting  snow;  SNOW  is  depth  of  snow;  CMELT  is  factor 
degree/day; TT is critical temperature for snow / rain; P is precipitation.  

Water flowing into a  catchment in part  is  spent for evapotranspiration and increase of 
ground moisture. 
Change of ground moisture [3]:

effPMELTPSM −+=∆ ,

Where Peff  is effective precipitation which is determined from the equations 
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)( MELTP
FC
SMPeff +⋅





=

β

,

here SM and ΔSM are moisture and change of ground moisture, respectively; FC is field 
capacity; β  is the calibration parameter.
Evapotranspiration calculation is  based on long-term monthly average temperature  and 
potential evopotranspiration:

PWP
SMPEET AA ⋅=

,  if SM <PWP
AA PEET = ,  if SM ? PWP,

where  ЕТА is  real  evapotranspiration;  PWP  is  wilting  point; РЕА is  potential 
evapotranspiration:

MMEA PETTCPE ⋅−+= ))(1( ,

where  СЕ is parameter; ТМ is  monthly  average  temperature; PEM is monthly  average 
evapotranspiration.

Part of water flowing into catchment in form of rain and melted snow which remains after 
evapotraspiration and increase of ground moisture contributes to formation of runoff of the 
river. The catchment in model HBV is represented as two reservoirs located one above 
another.  Transformation  of  water  flowing  to  catchment  in  runoff  is  described  by  the 
equation

)(),()( 210 QQQMaxbastgtQT ++⋅= ,
where Maxbas is the calibration parameter; Qi  is surfaces, subsoil and ground water flows. 
The flow of  groundwater  (Q2)  is  formed as  a  result  of  overflow of  water  from upper 
reservoir into lower one.

Program realization of HBV-IWS was carried out in FORTRAN in Institute of Hydraulic 
Engineering, University of Stuttgart.  For calculation of a river runoff the river basin is 
represented as subcatchments which are territory of water gathering of river inflows. Each 
subcatchment is broken with the certain step by height into zones.

For  calculation  of  runoff  of  the  river  Chirchik  the  basin  is  represented  by  five 
subcatchments: three subcatchments on inflows to  Charvak reservoir (the rivers Pskem, 
Coksu, Chatkal) and two subcatchments are downstream of  Charvak reservoir (the rivers 
Ugam,  Aksagata). 20 high-altitude zones with step 200м on height are allocated in each 
subcatchment. 

Input data for created project Chirchik-HBV were prepared on the basis of the information 
from the Database of the project "RIVERTWIN" and works [3-8]. Calibration of model 
HBV-IWS is executed by using the climatic data and information from hydroposts 1980-
1982. The results of the analysis of calculation runoff obtained during calibration of model 
are presented in table 1. From these data follows that the value of correlation is within the 
limits of 0.74 - 0.99. The greatest error of calculation of runoff monthly values does not 
exceed 40 %. An error of calculation of annual runoff values is less than 25 %.
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Table 1. The results of runoff calculation analysis

Subcatchment Correlation
   

Average error
of monthly runoff 
calculation, %

Error of calculation 
of annual runoff 
calculation, %

 1980 1981 1982 1980 1981 1982 1980 1981 1982
R.Ugam 0.986 0.942 0.746 15.4 19.3 28.9 6.4 3.6 20.8
R.Pskem 0.993 0.975 0.848 15.2 21.2 27.4 1.7 7.4 0.5
R.Koksu 0.989 0.988 0.898 18.7 19.9 38.6 17.6 1.5 3.6
R.Chatkal 0.998 0.950 0.818 12.1 32.3 31.0 4.9 13.6 9.5
R. Aksagata 0.987 0.945 0.831 18.4 21.7 32.5 0.6 2.3 0.9

Fig.1 shows results of monthly runoff calculations of the rivers Pskem and Chatkal on the 
data of 1980 and actual monthly values of runoff. It is visible, that the calculation data well 
approximate the actual ones. 
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Fig. 1. The results of monthly runoff calculation of the rivers Pskem and Chatkal on the climatic data 
1980
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TRANSFER FROM ADMINISTRATIVE-TERRITORIAL TO BASIN PRINSIPLE 
OF  WATER  MANAGEMENT  IN  UZBEKISTAN:  CHANCE  FOR  OPTIMAL 
WATER USE? CASE FROM AMUDARYA RIVER BASIN

D. Zavgorodnyaya
University of Osnabrueck, Institute of Environmental Systems Research, Barbarastraße 12,  
D-49069 Osnabrueck, Germany  dzavgoro@usf.uni-osnabrueck.de  daryaz@web.de

INTRODUCTION

In Uzbekistan the reforms of agricultural sector is going ahead. The structures of water use 
on the bottom level changed under the influence of these agricultural reforms. At present 
time,  123 thousand of  private  farms are  established.  All  of  them should get  water  for 
irrigation  timely  and  should  have  well-provided  drainage  system.  80 thousand  from 
established private farms are organised into 894 water user associations (WUAs) that serve 
2.5 million hectares. 

For the organisation of water supply and water use under these conditions new approaches 
of service and distribution of water resources should be elaborated and implemented. These 
new approaches consist from the juridical, organisational, economic and technical actions.

According to a resolution No. 320 passed on 1st of June 2003 from the Cabinet „About the 
improvement  of management  organisation of water  resources“  that  foresees a transfer 
from  administrative-territorial  to  basin  principle  of  water  management,  ten Irrigation 
System  Basin  Authorities  (BUIS)  (In  Uzbek:  Amudaryo  Irrigasia  Tizimlari  Havza 
Boshqarmasi) in Uzbekistan instead of 230 hydro economic operational organisations were 
established. In this way, Lower Amudarya Irrigation System Basin Authority (LABUIS) 
(in Uzbek: Quvy-Amudaryo Irrigasia Tizimlari Havza Boshqarmasi) with a main office in 
Nukus,  Autonomous  Republic  of  Uzbekistan  was  established.  In  Karakalpalstan  six 
Irrigation System Authorities (UISes) (In Uzbek:  Irrigasia Tizimi  Boshqarmasi)  and in 
Khorezm four UISes were established. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE TRANSFER OF WATER MANAGEMENT 
FROM ADMINISTRATIVE-TERRITORIAL TO BASIN-HYDROGRAPHICAL PRINCIPLE

On the example of Amudarya River Basin, on the levels of BUIS and UIS, the advantages 
of  the  transfer  of  water  management  to  basin-hydrographical  method  consists  of  the 
following issues:

- The intermediate members such as Oblselvodkhoz and Rayselvodkhoz as well as 
interference  of  other  organisations  not  directly  responsible  for  water  supply  or 
distribution are excluded;

- Financial means are economized due to the excess members of staff are reduced;
- The rational water management proportional to water source of every water user is 

ensured independent from the location of every user on the irrigation network;
- The responsibility of contract relations for water supply between UIS and water 

users such as WUAs and private farmers is increased;
On the level of WUAs:

− The optimal  water  management  on  the  level  of  interfarm canals  user  is 
ensured  independent  from  the  location  of  every  user  on  the  irrigation 
network

− The interference of organisations not directly responsible for water supply 
or distribution such as khokimiyats is reduced;
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The disadvantages of Amudarya Irrigation System Basin Authority include the 
following:

- The old management system based on territorial principles still exist;
- The working experience of BUIS is insufficient;
- Acts of legislation on water resource management are lacking;
- Insufficient attention to staff selection was drawn;
- Weak activities of WUA result undue program of work for the employees of BUIS 

and UISes;
- Water Council4 or Water Commission function weak;
- Qualified, skilled staff such as hydro technicians and water specialists are lacking;
- The integration on water resources management is lacking.

The disadvantages of the hydrographical principle on the WUA level characterise by the 
fact  that  the  social  networks  such  as  competent  hydro  technician,  agronomist  etc. 
established and existed within the framework of former kolkhozes and sovkhozes. 

Thus,  in  the  beginning  of  2006 in  Khorezm the  establishment  of  WUAs according  to 
hydrographical  principle  was  revised.  WUAs  are  created  according  to  administrative-
territorial principle again. One of the reasons has served the affiliation of peasants to one or 
another  former  kolkhoz.  This  affiliation  influences  on  peasants’  cooperation  (or  non-
cooperation) in issues of water management.

To conclude, the hydrographical principle of water management should start from the level 
of irrigation and drainage networks (UIS), whereas on the level of WUAs it is advisable to 
apply administrative principle kept social networks.

PROPOSALS ON IMPORVEMENT OF BUIS FUNCITONING 

- The  seminars  and  trainings  for  awareness  rising  in  issues  of  transfer  from 
administrative-territorial  to basin-hydrographical management of water resources 
are essential;

- The probation period of specialists from BUIS and UIS in the countries where basin 
management is developed is worthwhile;

- The staff selection should be carried out on competitive basis;
- The donor and governmental support of WUAs  in financing and status questions 

are needed;
- The law supported WUA is needed;
- WUAs should be established depending on canals’ system and specific conditions 

based either on administrative-territorial or hydrographical principle.
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